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ABSTRACT

French radio broadcasting began in 1934.

Since that

tine, twenty-one radio stations in Southwest Louisiana have

broadcast in French.- In August, 1958, 18 of these stations
were broadcasting in-French*This study investigates the broadcasting activities
of these 21 stations and reports the nature and extent of

their French programming from the time of their origins

through August, 1958.
Personal interviews with station managers and program

directors, schedules and logs at individual stations, and
microfilms of local newspapers containing broadcasting sched
ules were chief sources of information.

Personal correspon

dence with radio station personnel and civic organisations

supplied important supplementary material.

The study opens with a brief introduction to the Lou
isiana French and their culture.

Then follows an- analysis of

French radio broadcasting activities by individual station.

A total of 98 hours and 30 minutes In French are now
broadcast weekly over 18 radio stations in Louisiana.

Of

this 64 hours are music, 18 are news, and 11 are religious
broadcasting.

Newscasts are marked by local news with human

viii

lx
interest slants.
centuries ego.

Music is characteristic of the area two
Regular religious programming emanates from

central offices sponsored by the Catholic and Baptist churches.
According to station managers, announcers who are effective

in French are men who come from the communities in which they

broadcast.

All are prominent community members, several being

elected public officials.

A large response indicates that

French audiences still-'listen to the broadcasts.

Station

'

managers predict that.time scheduled to French broadcasting
will slowly decrease and eventually disappear because of an

influx of English speaking-people and a lessening of French '

cultural traits.

IKTROUUOTIOI

Throughout the history of Louisiana, the word France
has been indivisibly linked with the words colonization and
settlement.

Early French colonization and the Acadian sett

lers of 1767 have resulted in Louisiana’s mixed Creole and

Acadian French population*

In fact, a little less than 50

per cent of Louisiana’s population today is estimated to be
i
of French descent.
Early French colonization has brought
about the Creole element.

The Creoles of Louisiana are gen

erally defined as the white descendants of the French and
o
Spanish settlers of the colonial period.
Reports of the "great water" were brought to Prance
first by Jean Micollet, and later by Father Medart de Groseillers in 1659.

Robert Cavalier de la Salle, who has

marked the pages of every Louisiana history, gleaned the
same story from Indians near Montreal.

On April 9, 1682,

he reached a point on the Mississippi River, a short dis
tance from the junction of the Mississippi River and the

^T. Lynn Smith and Homer L. Hitt, The People of Lou
isiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1953)»
p« 49*
2William A. Reed, Louisiana French (Baton Rouge: Lou
isiana State University Press, X$31J,* p.’’xvli.

1

2
Gulf of Mexico, where he erected a huge wooden cross bearing

the coat of arms of Prance and the inscription '‘Louis the

Great Reigns.”

It was thus that the great domain of Louisi

ana was claimed in the name of France, and that colonization
began*

Luring the reign of Louis XV, Bienville, under the
direction of the Luke of Orleans, was responsible for the
•>
founding of New Orleans*

Many descendants of the Creoles have remained in Rew

Orleans? others are scattered here and there throughout Lou

isiana.
The French Acadians, the second strain of Louisiana
French, migrated to the territory in 1767*

They were ex

pelled by the English fro® Acadia, or Nova Scotia, on Fri
day, September 5, 1755.

The Acadians settled along Bayou

Teche and Bayou Lafourche, in parts of the Old Attakapas and

Opelousas districts of the Southwest, on the banks of the
Mississippi, northward fro® what is now St. John the Baptist

Parish into Point Coupee and Baton Rouge, in New Orleans and

farther south along the Mississippi River, and on Bayou Terre

aux Boeufs.^

^Gamey William McGinty, History of Louisiana (New
York: The Exposition Press, 1951), pp. 9-3B*

^Read, op. cit., pp. xviii-xx, citing Alcee Fortier,
History of Louisiana, Vol. 1, pp. 152-153.
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Although. Louisiana passed from the hands of Napoleon

and Prance in 1803, to become later the thirtieth state to
be admitted to the United States, the French language and
culture remain almost intact.

The preservation of the French

language has created the communicative situation prompting
this study.

French areas.

Today radio is significant in communication in
It is the purpose of this study to record

historically the activities of the 21 Louisiana radio sta
tions that have broadcast to these areas, from 1934 to 1958.

No investigation has been made previously in this field,

consequently this study is the first to record a bi-lingual

broadcasting situation in Louisiana.

Xt will also preserve

an Important phase of Louisiana culture which is of interest

historically and- factually.

The study begins by describing

the French parishes of Louisiana.

Radio is then introduced

as a medium of french communication in these areas.

The de

velopment of French broadcasting in each of the radio sta
tions is discussed in detail.

The three largest program

areas of French broadcastings

newseasting, religious broad

casting, and French music programming, are described by
Chapters IV, V, and VI.

The study concludes with a presen

tation of French broadcasters and French audiences.

The author feels justified in the inclusion of Chap
ters I and II because of the uniqueness of a French broad

casting situation.

Chapter I discusses the French culture,

4

the French population, and the French language characteris
tics.

An introduction to the French people, their language,

and their cultural traits prepares the reader to understand
why French broadcasting exists and why certain program areas
are included by stations programing to the French.

It is

also necessary to locate the French population in Louisiana,

so that it might be related to the coverage areas of radio

stations broadcasting French to'these areas*

Chapter II

also introduces the 18 stations now programming French and

gives certain pertinent station information necessary to
Identify the stations.

Chapter III gives French broadcasting activities of
each of these stations since their origins.

Emphasis is

given to development of French broadcasting, sponsors, and

commercial spot activities.
Chapters IV, V, and VI discuss each of the three
major program areas in French broadcasting*

These areas

are news, religious broadcasting, and music, as determined
by cumulative totals presented by Chapter III*
The actual broadcasters behind the microphones are
featured by Chapter VII.

Self-evaluations by leading French

broadcasting personalities are presented.

Chapter VII also

gives a complete listing of all French announcers and broad

casters employed by the 18 stations covered by this study.
Chapter VIII culminates this study by describing the

5

audiences of French radio programs.

Response to commercial

advertising, by mail, and by attendance at studio broadcasts,

proves such an audience to be large and enthusiastic.
Methods of research employed by the writer to obtain

station information include personal interviews with station
managers and program directors at all 18 stations, personal

correspondence, station logs and files, and microfilms in
the Louisiana State University Library.

CHAPTER I

THS FRENCH PARISHES OP LOUISIANA

To a greater extent than any other large group of

non-English speaking people in the United States, the Louisi

ana Preach, have maintained their language, culture, and mode
of living.

1

broadcasting.

This unique situation has prompted French radio
Chapter X discusses French culture preserva

tion, differentiates the dialects of French spoken in Louisi
ana, and presents census mid civic organization estimates

concerning French population.

Population figures given are

those of only the parishes which support radio stations
broadcasting in the French language.
I.

FRENCH CULTURE

Descendants of the Early Acadian© are to be found in

every parish in Lower Louisiana.

They are described as

people who are "generally honest, industrious, and deeply
religious, and (who) cling tenaciously to the traditions of
their ancestors,”

p

ae do the Creoles.

The Acadian and French

^Saith and Hitt, op. cit., p. 47*
^Alcee Fortier, Louisiana, Vol. 1 (Lit. D. Atlanta,
Southern Historical Association; 1909), p. 21*
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speaking families offer an outstanding example of highly in
tegrated family organisation.

It is a very complex cumula

tive group held together by blood bond, territory, religion,
language, and to a certain extent economic status.

One who has not lived in small villages and neighbor
hoods of French speaking Louisiana cannot appreciate the

true value, of th® Church as a means of solidarity and social

control.

.Along with family, religion is probably the strong

est bond of solidarity in such grouping.

In these groups a

strong force binds the people to their church.

Even those

who have been away for' many year® will, if it is at all pos
sible, return to th® community on feast days, such as Christ
mas and All Saint’s day.^
I. Lynn Smith made a study in 1934 of iust one four

mile segment of the territory lying along Bayou LaFourche.

Of 120 families visited, 108 were of French extraction.
Families reporting mixed descent numbered only six.

In

language, too, the neighborhood was overwhelmingly French.

Eight families reported French as the only language spoken

in the home, while only one reported English as the only

■ ^Vernon J. Parenton, Social Forces, Volume 17, Ho. 1,
October, 1938, p. 78.

^Vernon J. Parenton, ”Socio-Psychological Integration
in a Rural Speaking Section of Louisiana,” Southwestern
Science Quarterly, Volume XXX, quoting from Parent oh’sTfHhtes
on the"SociM"Organisation of a French Village in South Lou
isiana, " Social Forces, Volume 17, Ho. 1, October, 1938,
p. 78.
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language,

Except for five families of Hegroes, the popula

tion is solidly Catholic in religion, not a single exception
being found,

Trait after trait might be enumerated, but

those already considered should suffice to give some impres
sion of the neighborhood studied, of the homogeneity of the

group, of the strong intimate ties which, characterise it,

morphologically, and of the suitableness of the area for
ecological analysis.-*
Such is the case in community after community, where
the roots of French culture still hold fast*

Family ties

and church influence stand foremost as contributory influ
During the past,.the Acadian region has been strongly

ences.

Catholic in religious faith and has been chiefly dependent

upon France for its parish priests and instructors in re
ligious schools.

Descendants of the Acadians have not ex

tensively intermarried with other racial elements of the

section.

The intermarriage has further tended to preserve

traditions more or less intact, and thus French has largely

remained the language of the home as well as that of the

pulpit.**

^T. Lynn Smith, Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XVI,
Ho. 4, October, 1934, pp. 6^2-683*

g
George Arceneaux, ♦’The French Language in Southern
Louisiana,n Louisiana Schools, (October, 1937), PP* 26-27*
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II.

FRENCH LANGUAGE

Father Marcel Maurie of Normandy, France, serving at
St. Peters Catholic Church in Lawtell, Louisiana, since 1955,

has said that the people who speak Creole French speak the

language that the original settlers spoke, with modifica
tions, of course, and that they have not adopted new Parisienne French words.

Two dialects of French, different yet closely related,

are spoken in Louisiana.

The first is not far removed from

Standard French in syntax, vocabulary, and pronunciation.

This is the speech of most Creoles and of many cultivated
Acadians.

It is the Creoles who as a class speak good French;

for many of them were reared in circles where pure French was

almost invariably the rule; some of them were educated in
France; and consequently the Creoles of the present genera

tion have inherited much of the culture of France a|3 well as
an excellent knowledge of their mother tongue.

The second French dialect spoken in Louisiana is the
Acadian, which is the language not only of most Acadians,
but also of many other persons who have been brought up in

Acadian communities.

As the Acadians have to a great extent

retained their peculiar dialect, which shows kinship especi

ally with the patois of Normandy, Picardy, Saintongue, and
the region about Paris, they are still commonly distinguished
from the Creoles of Louisiana by the term Acadians or the

10
less dignified term ’’Cajuns.”

Xt is the Acadians themselves,

however, who have corrupted Acadion into the familiar or de

risive Cadien, pronounced Kaje.

nevertheless, many educated

Acadians speak excellent French and excellent English as•

well.
The speech of the Louisiana Acadians varies consider

ably in different localities, the dialect of Point Coupee
Parish containing, 'for, instance, some words and expressions

not heard at Houma or in the extreme southern area.

The

difference between Acadian and Standard French may be very
slight, as when balsamine becomes belsamlne, ”touch-me-not” ■

(flower) and espadon is changed to espadron, ?sword fish;”
or, on the other hand, very marked, as when d tailions replaces

je suis alle, and diable is pronounced approximately like
English fob.?

Certain structural differences are apparent.

However,

the dialects, except in a few instances, are interchangeable.
Residents speaking one dialect readily understand the other.

Geographical differences and local influences have created
further deviations from these two standard dialects.

For

the most part, radio announcers broadcasting in one dialect

are understood in other areas of the state.

In some cases,

however, station managers have pointed out that announcers

’Read, op. eit.^ pp, xvii-xx.

11
using a patois other than the one spoken in the immediate
broadeasting area and those using Parisian French could not

be understood by the station’s listeners.

This difference

in dialect is pointed out by Evan Hughes, manager of radio
station KVOL.

(See page 55.)

III.

FRENCH POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

The entire French population of Louisiana was esti

mated in 1930 to be approximately 565,000 or 44 per cent of
the state’s native white population.

By 1940, the total

number was predicted to rise to about 660,000 for the pro

portion of persons of French descent in the state, and
g
probably to increase slightly during the 1950’s.
Smith.and Hitt pinpoint the location of this French

segment of Louisiana population by the following description
which can be easily defined on a map of Louisiana:

The area of French culture in Louisiana can be visu
alised more accurately from the following description.
It resembles a large triangle whose base consists of the
Gulf of Hexico. One side is bounded by a straight line
running from the Southwestern tip of the state to the
junction of the Red and the Mississippi Rivers, and the
other side is bounded by a straight line running from
the latter point through the city of New Orleans to the
Gulf of'Mexico.
Except for a considerable number of
French communities dotted elong the Red River as far
north as Natchitoches relatively few French settled lo
calities are outside the areas so described.9

^Smith and Hitt, op. cit.» p. 49.

^Ibid., pp. 47-49*
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A clear picture -of this triangle is shown by Figure 1,
page 13*

On this map illustrating distribution of French

population, red indicates very heavy French areas, green

points out heavy French areas.

The light French population

is designated by yellow, and blue defines only slight French
sections.

The map shows a very heavy concentration along

the Gulf Coast areas, a lighter element elong the southeast
ern parishes bordering Mississippi, with a slight sprinkling
along the northwestern border.

Thia figure was drawn from

the following description of Louisiana’s French parishes by
William Read.

You might describe Southwest Louisiana as the part of
that area which is compromised within the parishes of
St. Landry, St. Martin, Iberia, Calcasieu, Cameron, La
fayette, St. Mary, Acadia, Vermillion, Allen, Beauregard,
Jefferson Davis, and Evangeline.
There are also other
parishes that adjoin the Mississippi and possess a large
number of inhabitants of French descent, namely Pointe
Coupee, West Baton Rouge,' Iberville, Ascension, Assump
tion, St. James, St. Bernard, and Plaquemines.
The par
ishes of Lafourohe and Terrebonne, which border the Gulf
of Mexico are predominantly French; farther north and
west of Mississippi, the parishes of Avoyelles and
Rapides have a fairly large French population. East of
the Mississippi, West Feliciana, Saint Helena, Tangi
pahoa, and Washington are more anglicised.
French pre
dominates in south Livingston Parish, South Tammany par
ish, and south Tangipahoa Parish.
There is also a small
French element in Hatchitoches and DeSoto parishes.10

For the purpose of this study, it is necessary to consider
only the French elements of the parishes within coverage

of radio stations broadcasting in the French language.

^Read, op. cit., pp. xxii-xxiii.
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TABLE I
Al ESTIMATION OF 1950 FRENCH POPOLATIOH
BY PARISH
*

Parish

Humber of *
French

Percentage of
French Population

Acadia

9,500

14

Allen

3,100

19

Avoyelles

3,600

9

Calcasieu

17,200

19

Evangeline

6,000

19

Jeff Lavis

5,100

19

Iberia

6,800

17

Lafayette

10,400

18

Lafourche

9,200

22

Rapides

14,700

16

St. Landry

10,900

14

St. Mary

5,500

14

Terrebonne

8,200

19

Vermilion

8,000

22

*Figures have been rounded to the nearest hundred.
Statistics found in this column were taken from the 1950
Louisiana Census of population. lumbers of French were esti
mated by taking one-half the native white population of each
parish listed in the census.
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Briefly Table X, page 14 ♦ contains a list of the parishes in
which French broadcasting originates.

See Chapter II, page

20, for more detail concerning determination of these sta

tions.

Table I lists the parishes in which these stations

are located, and shows an approximation of the' number and
percentage of French people in each parish.

The total

native-white population of each parish was taken from the
1950 Louisiana Census of Population.

Then, following a sug

gestion'made by several' of the Chambers of Commerce, an esti

mate of the number of French in each parish was obtained by
taking one-half of the native white populations listed by

the national census.

Table I reports the findings.

It is

significant to note from these figures that all of the par
ishes having radio stations broadcasting in French, fall

within the very heavy French area designated by Figure 1,

with the exception of Allen parish, which is located within

a heavy French area.
To substantiate further the complete coverage pointed
out by Table I, Table XI, page 16, has been included.

The

Chambers of Commerce listed in Column 1 were mailed ques
tionnaires seeking specific percentages of French, English,
and bi-lingual speakers in respective parishes.

Percentages

will be more meaningful in relation to the total parish popu
lations also found in Table II.

16

TABLE II
MGVAGE SURVEY BY PARISHES11

Population '
1950
'

Parish

Acadia
.Allen.

Calcasieu

■

Percentage
English
Bi-Lingual
Speaking

47,050

--- --

- - -

. 18,835 '

----

-----

38,031

Avoyelles

Percentage
french
Speaking

89,635

30
- - -

10

—

60

— — —

60

Svangeline

31,629

5

Soff Savis

26,298

5-10

Iberia

40,059

— — —

Lafayette

57,743

Lafourche

42,209

10

Hapides

90,648

- - -

—

—

St. Landry

78,476

—

—

—

St. Mary

35,848

Terrebonne

43,328

—

* - -

—

Vermilion

36,929

- --

- ----

- - -

25

35
40-50

50-60

- - -

—

- - -

— - -

65

75

25

—

•^Population figures are fro© the 1954.' Broadcasting
Telecasting Yearbook, p* 159 • Percentages have been esti
mated' ' by' the""OKanfeers of Commerce in respective parishes.
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Th© three parishes claiming 60 per cent of their citi

zenship to be bl-lingual, fall between 20,000 and 40,000 in

total population.

Although these parishes are average among

those listed, in population density, and correspondingly con

tain an average amount of French and bi-lingual speakers, all
three parishes fall within the very heavy French area illus

trated by Figure !•

Badio coverage by stations broadcasting

French is compared to density of .French population, by par
ish, 'in Table IV, page 25.

French culture and language are very apparent in

present day Louisiana. ' French radio broadcasting in Louisi

ana is designed to meet the needs of the French element
which constitutes 44 per cent of the state’s native white ’
population.

The circumstances surrounding such a unique

cultural situation contribute to the importance of this study
of French radio broadcasting.

The direct relation between

religious importance, family ties, and other deep rooted cul

tural manifestations discussed in Chapter I will be seen in
the nature;.; of French radio programming presented in later

chapters*

CHAPTER IX

RADIO IK THE OTH PARISHES

Chapter II presents radio as a primary means of communi oat ion in french speaking areas*

The twenty-one radio

stations that have been concerned with the development of
french radio broadcasting in Louisiana are listed, together

with pertinent station information.

Further mention is made

of the relation between French population density and French

broadcasting coverage, using French radio homes and coverage
saps as a basis of comparison.

Throughout Louisiana history communication in French,

both oral and written, has existed to some degree.

During

the nineteenth century written communication flourished with

the publication of many local newspapers in French.1

The N.

Periodical Directory for 1933 revealed that no news-

K*

papers at that time were published in French.

This negative

finding is significant, in that the first radio broadcast in

^Louisiana newspapers—1794-194O, (University, la.:

October,' 1941)Qdicals

W. Ayer & Son*s Directory of Newspapers and PeriAyer”& Won,’ Inc.: Philadelphia: 19337•
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French was made in 1934*

This left radio relatively free to

v;ork without competition in the field of public communication

in the French language.

Ko French appears'in public print today, with the ex
ception of religious material and isolated newspaper arti

cles.^

The fact that most of the French residents do not

■

read or write thoir native tongue further discourages printed

matter as a means of communication.

For the most part,

French in Louisiana is a spoken language, handed down from
generation to generation.

Most of the population who do

■

read and write French are bi-lingual.
Oral communication is the only means available to •
those not reading or writing French.

Television has found

it neither practical nor within production limitations to
program French.

The content of most French broadcasting

does not lend itself to the television medium.

Even if it

did, the problem of finding enough experienced French talent

could not be solved*

French has not entered the television

medium, with the exception of the string bands listed in

Chapter VI.
By elimination, radio is the one established means of

communication in French Louisiana.

In some rural areas resi

dents who do not speak English have radio as a sole means of

^See Chapter V for detail of religious printed matter.
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They depend' upon radio for vital news, weather

communication.

forecasts, and general■information.^-

Other Erench enthusi-

.

asts, who do speak English, enjoy hearing the French language,

or find it easier to understand.. ■ John Wright, program direc
tor at radio station KSLO in ■'Opelousas, programs French music

and explains his action with the following statement:

There is a sentimental attachment among the people to
their music.
It will probably last another few hundred
years. French accordions are still selling rapidly in '■
this area.

Since 1934, 21 radio stations in Louisiana have broadcast in
the French language.

The Broadcasting Yearbook--Marketbook

for 1957 lists the following stations as broadcasters of
French:

OOF
KSIG
KEOT
EXFT
KCIL
KJBF
KLFY

-

Abbeville
Crowley
Eunice
Golden Meadow
Houma
Jennings
Lafayette

KVOL - Lafayette
KAPB - Marksville
KVIM--FHew Iberia
KSLO - Opelousas
KSUL - Sulphur
KTXB - Thibodeaux «
KVPI - Ville Platte5

Radio Station KSUL, Sulphur, Louisiana, now KIKS, no longer

programs French.

Radio station KLFY has changed management,

and is now operating under the call letters KEEL.

These

changes have taken place since the publication of the 1957

^Several station managers expressed the opinion that
the Cameron disaster of June, 1957, could have been avoided
if sufficient warning had been given to the residents of ths
area, in French, of the approaching hurricane.
^Broadcasting Yearbook-Marketbook , op. cit., p. 341.
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edition of the yearbook*

To determine whether or not this

listing was inclusive, the writer sent letters to all other
Louisiana broadcasting stations.
in Appendix II.

These stations are listed

Affirmative answers were received from the

following nine stations.
KHEH
KELC
KAOK
MKC
KAPB

-

Oakdale
lake Charles
lake Charles
Morgan City
Marksville

KAI®
KIKS
KAKE
KMLV

-

Alexandria
Sulphur (formerly KSUL)
New Iberia
Marksville (off the air)

A complete listing of radio stations broadcasting in French

was compiled from the yearbook and from these replies.
stations are listed by Table III, page 22.

These

The call letters

and locations of the stations are outlined first.

Added in

formation designates the frequency of the station, its power
in watts, and whether or not it is directional at night.

The change to directional broadcasting at night, and in some

cases a change in power, does not significantly influence
this study.

True, the coverage areas of the stations under

inspection are not the same during directional night broad

casting.

But a glance at the 1958 program schedules of

French broadcasting stations given in Chapter III reveals
the fact that almost all French broadcasting is done in day
time.

Therefore, this deviation does not affect station

coverages which are based upon daytime broadcasting radii.

The supplementary information is furnished simply as further

description and station identification.
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TABLE III

OPERATIONAL DATA OF RADIO STATIONS
Call
Frequenoy
letters,
location
in
Network '■
Kilocycles

Parish

Acadia

• - KSIG '

Allen
Avoyelles

Calcasieu

•

Crowley

1450

Oakdale.

SOO

Power Directional
Watts

250 D.,N.
.

250 D<

KMX®
Marksville
(now off the air)

■ -a-

...

KAPB .

Marksville

1370

1,000 D.

KAOK

lake Charles 1400

EPIC '
(NBC)

lake Charles 1470

5,000 D.
1,000 N.

NIKS
1310
Sulphur
(has discontinued French)

500 D.

J ,

250 D.,N.

Evangeline

KVPI

Ville Platte 1050

250 D.

Jeff Davis

KJEF
(MBS)

Jennings

1290

1,000 D.
500 N.

Iberia

1240
New Iberia
KANE
(has discontinued French)

at Si&kt

New Iberia

1360

1,000 D.

KPBL

Lafayette

1420

1,000 D.,N.

KVOL
(NBC)

Lafayette

1330

1,000 D.,N.

Lafourche

KTIB

Thibodeaux

630

500 D.

Rapides

KALB
(ABO)

Alexandria

580

5,000 D.
1,000 N.

St. Landry

Eunice

1490

250 D.,N.

Opelousas

1230

250

1430

500 D.

1490

250

1600

1,000 D.

960

1,000 D.

(MBS)

KSLO
St. Mary

Terrebonne

KMRC : ; Morgan City
KCIL ' Houma
KLFT

Vermilion

KROF

Golden
Meadow

Abbeville

Yes

250 D.,N.

KVIM

Lafayette

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Figure 2, page 24, will aid in location of these 21

stations within the French areas of the state described by

Figure 1.

All stations but one, Oakdale, KREH, lie within

the very- heavy French ar,ea.
Evan Hughes, manager of radio station KVOL, Lafayette,

and the Louisiana State University Sociology Department have
compiled figures determining the number of French radio homes

in French parishes.

. This information is presented in Table

IV to determine a comparison between the number of French
radio homes in each parish with the number of radio stations

broadcasting in French and reaching these respective parishes.
The rankings listed by Table IV" reveal that the four top

ranking parishes in French population density are covered by
nine, nine, seven and six stations broadcasting in the French
language.

In some instances where station coverage does not

seem to correlate with the density of French population, pro
gramming enforced by station managers is responsible. (See
Chapter III.)

However, in almost all sections of Louisiana

where there is a large French element, French radio broad

casting is a well established medium of communication.

6

Evan Hughes, KVOL station manager, and the Louisiana
State University Sociology Department published a pamphlet
presenting market data, and containing information concerning
French radio homes.
This data is found in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
FRENCH POPULATION AND RADIO STATION COVERAGE BY PARISH

Parish

No. Stations
Covering*
(in french)

Acadia
Allen

No. french
Homes

9

9,525

10

1,180

Rank
Stations
■

2

1

.

Rank
Homes

2

9

Avoyelles

5

(Not available)

Calcasieu

8

3,640

3

8

Evangeline

8

4,725

3

7

Jeff Davis

10

6,625

1

6

Iberia

6

8,300

5

4

Lafayette

9

7,400

2

5

Lafourche

3

(Not available)

Rapides

2

(Not available)

St. Landry-

7

13,250

4

1

St. Mary

4

980

6

10

Terrebonne

3

(Not available)

Vermilion

9

8,475

2

3

♦The number of radio stations broadcasting in french
and heard in respective parishes have been compiled from the
station coverage maps in the Appendix.

chapter in

development of 'french broadcasting in each swation
Histories of the 21 stations concerned in this study
of broadcasting in the French language are sketched in Chapter

III.

Confirmation of verbal data was obtained by station logs

and bookkeeping ledgers whenever possible.

In some instances

station were inaccessible; in others, records had been de
stroyed.

Where possible, program schedules were cheeked

against individual radio schedules appearing in local news

papers, and recorded on microfilm in the microfilm department
of the Louisiana State University Library.

Affirmation by

program logs, bookkeeping ledgers, and microfilms have been

indicated within the text.
Considered of importance by the writer in the develop

ment of French radio activity were dates, extent, and nature
of all broadcasting.

Each individual station analysis will

be more readily understood if the reader will keep the fol
lowing general outline in minds

a chronological discussion

of French programming history, the 1958 French broadcasting
I

schedule, pertinent information concerning advertisements and
sponsors, and a prediction concerning the future of French
2d
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radio broadcasting in the particular area under discussion.
This station by station method of presentation was se

lected with definite purpose in mind.

The inconsistent

nature of information presented lends itself to no other

natural grouping.

Chronological data does not coincide.

In

dividual station discussion also enables the writer to discuss

unique situations of individual stations.
Station gSIG, Crowley1

'

Radio station KSIG, Crowley, operating on an assigned
frequency of 1450 kilocycles, began its 250 watt coverage in
April of 1947♦

The original owner was Maxwell J. Thomas,

president,, general manager, and production manager.

It was.

under his management that French broadcasting began.
The first broadcaster of French on KSIG was Dudley J.

LeBlanc from Abbeville, Louisiana.

LeBlanc broadcast one-

half hour each week over a 16 station Louisiana network.

His

half hour show consisted of the news in French and in English.

His efforts were successful and his sponsoring product,
Hadacol, a patent medicine, had accumulated sales amounting

to 24 million dollars by 1950,

His tremendous success during

^Iden Sonnier, Staff Announcer, Radio Station KSIG,
Crowley, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 28, 1958.
^Dudley J. LeBlanc, Four-Pac Publicity Manager, Lafay
ette, Louisiana, Personal Interview, August 28, 1958.
For
additional information see Chapter IV.
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this three year period alerted station managers to the idea
that a large and responsive audience of French listeners was
available.
Hillman Bailey, then station manager, tapped this re■ J'l

serve with a local news sponsor, the Oller Gri^ilJion Furni
ture Company.

Alden Sonnier, a Crowley native and managing

editor of the Bally' Signal, the local newspaper, was engaged
as newscaster.
onoe a week.

The broadcasts were ten minutes in length ..
Word of the excellence of the program spread

among the french and Sonnier soon had a large following, and

additional sponsors.

The Terry Gas Company, a local coffee

company, and a department store assumed commercial interest.
These sponsors have remained with Sonnier for nine years.
Sonnier’s broadcasting schedule has also expanded tremendous

ly.

At the time the Terry Gas Company began its sponsorship,

broadcasts were extended to six times daily, both five and

ten minutes in length.

Times of broadcasting were early

morning, 10:00 a.m*, noon, 5:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Alden Sonnier estimates that broadcasting of Protestant

religious materials began at the time the station went on the

air, and that programs consisted of half hour unite once a

week.

According to Sonnier, French bands began playing on

KSIG during 1947.

The bands bought an hour from the station,

and then sold the time directly to other sponsors.

Tn addi

tion to advertising the club at which the band was playing,
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the program also advertised products of these sponsors.

Re

ligious broadcasts and string band broadcasts have remained

fairly constant throughout the years.
John Basso, the present station manager, originated a
new French program in 1956*

Again, the show was built around

its foremost French announcer, Alden Sonnier, who by this, time
had resigned from his editorial position to devote more time

to french broadcasting.

’The .Alden Sonnier Show” was created

to compete with other early morning shows on neighboring sta

tions which were capturing area listeners.

Most of the would-

be sponsors requesting early morning time wished their adver

tising .devoted to farm Implements.

Since most of the farm'

audience in Acadia parish spoke French, an informal early
morning show in conversational French was the logical answer,
"The Alden Sonnier Show” began on April 1, 1956, and became a

permanent fixture of the station’s programming.

Row the hour-

long all French show consists of French conversation between

Sonnier and Jim Trahan, salesman and announcer, the spinning
of French string band recordings, French newscasts, and com

mercials .
Twenty minutes of "The Alden Sonnier Show" is filled

by "The Swap Shop,” a unique program feature of several south
Louisiana stations,

listeners are given an opportunity to ad

vertise free of charge, the program being sponsored by Bill
Cleveland, state Senator and local Ford dealer.

Sonnier re

ceives many cards and letters daily, and he reads them
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verbatim on the air.

The correspondence offers for sale

every article imaginable, ranging from fox terriers to coun
try cisterns.

Response ia extremely heavy, and only a few

of these cards and letters were selected for presentation.

These are included in Chapter VIXx, page 144.

Present French’Broadcasting Schedule,
. M.

T.

'

.

5s30A.S.
7:00 a.m.
Alden
Sonnier
Show

Th.

F.

(1958)

Sat.

Sun.

A.S. ■ ■ A.S.

A.S.

news

news

news

12:45news
12:50 p.m «
News

news

news

news .•

news

news

5:15news
5:20 p.m*
News

news

news

news

news

news

6:55news
7:00 p.m.
News

news

news

news

5:007:00 p.m.
Bayou
Jamboree

Kaplan
News

Kaplan
News

5:556:00 a.m.
6:256:30 a.m.

News, within
Alden Sonnier
'Show... .

lit00— 11:00—
11:15a.m,ll :30a.m.
Church of French
Christ.
Baptist

7:00Kaplan Kaplan
7:10 p.m. News
News
Kaplan
News
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The 7t00~7:00 p.m. Kaplan News broadcast covers news of the
Kaplan, Louisiana, area.
in this vicinity.

There is a heavy listening audience

The salesman determined the area would

sell better if the station offered news of that particular .

section.

Since it is heavily populated, with French, the

Kaplan Mews program.in French was offered, and bought by area

merchants.

It has proved commercially successful.

Religious programming is done by Baptist and Church of

Christ groups.

French Baptist broadcasting is that of the

"French Baptist Hour," which is heard on 14 Louisiana radio
stations.

The "Church of Christ" is a local program origin

ating in the studio, and conducted by the Church of Christ
minister, Heal■Duhon.

"Bayou Jamboree" comes to KSIG audiences, remote, from
Wise*s Neighborhood Lounge, on the Moss Street Extension in
Lafayette.

Jim Trahan, the program announcer, sells the com

mercials himself.

Advertisers donate prizes given away during

the broadcast to the patrons of the lounge.

The atmosphere is

alive with the true French flavor of music furnished by a

string band, for both listening and dancing pleasure.

For

added details of the band and audience, see Chapter VIII.
About 20 commercial announcements are done by KSIG

each week in French.
and then in French.

The announcement is done in English,
Sponsors are charged a talent fee for

the initial making of a recording which is used for all later
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broadcasting.

Commercials are programmed right after French

news broadcasts? as.it can be assumed correctly that the

heaviest French audiences are listening at these times. .

Future French programming was not discussed by either
Alden Sonnier or the station manager, John Basso.

However,

Basso did make the following statement which bears directly
on the quantity of broadcasting in the .Crowley area:
have reached a saturation point.

”We

In fact, we discourage the

advertising of certain products in French if we believe it. ■
would not be beneficial to the sponsor.
Station KREH, Oakdale*
4'

Radio station KREH, Oakdale, began broadcasting on
June 20, 1950, under the management of the Dixie Broadcasting
Company.

Since its origin, it has broadcast on a frequency

of 900 kilocycles, with a power of 250 daytime watts.
Only one French program has ever appeared on KREH’s

program schedule.

The ’’French Radio Program,” begun at the

time the station first went on the air, is still in existence

in June, 1958.

Claude Fontenot, minister of the First Baptist

Church in Oberlin, conducts the program at 2:30 every Sunday

afternoon.

The broadcast period earlier was one half hour.

^John Basso, Manager, Radio Station KSIG, Crowley,
Louisiana, Personal interview, May 28, 1958.
4Ken Gass, Company Manager, Radio Station KREH, Oak

dale, Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 20, 1958.
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It since has been cut to one-fourth hour.

Recorded French

hymns and a live sermon in French is the content of the pro

gram.

Station KMLB, Marksville
Radio station KMLB, Marksville, is a station that is
not now in existence.

But the manager of the station in 1956,

Irving Ward-Steinman, has volunteered the following informa

tion by personal letter.
In 1956, we had a. native announcer to run broadcasts
of news in French, and asked for comments.
None.
After
■some four weeks, we discontinued same.
This was later
combined with a Disc Jockey who played French records
and commented in English and French.
Still, no response
deserving of the time.5

Station KAPB, Marksville*
6
KAPB, Marksville, was established in October of 1954.

Its coverage then and now is a 60-mile radius.

Willie Borde

lon, general manager, estimates that 90 per cent of Avoyelles
Parish, both then and in 1958, speak French.

Radio station

KAPB, a 1,000 watt station, has programmed from sun-up to

sun-down since its beginning.

^Irving Ward-Steinman, Attorney, Alexandria, Louisi
ana, Personal letter, May 23, 1958.
6Willie Bordelon, Manager, Radio Station KAPB, Marks
ville, Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 19, 1958.
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1954-1958 French Broadcasting Schedule

M.

T.

W*

Th*

F.

Sat.

7:307:45 a.m.
Local
Baptist

7:157:25 a.nu.
Morning
Meditation

4:30C.H.
5:30 P*m.
The Cajun
Hour (news)

Sun

C.H.

C.H*

C.H*

The French broadcasting schedule given above went into

effect in 1954 and has not changed.

"Morning Meditation" ten

minutes in length each week-day. is composed of a sermon by
Father Bordelon of the Catholic Clergy.

"The Cajun Hour,”

heard Monday through Friday, has as its master of ceremonies

Willie Bordelon, who conducts a lively 60 minutes of records,
news and commercials.

French news included in the program

is local, state, and national in scope.

Sponsors are Gauthier

Furniture, Pearl Beer, Ideal Chevrolet, Bubroc Supply Company,

and Handelman’s department Store.
All commercials in French are placed within "The Cajun

Hour."

Many people in the area understand English, but they

still want to hear the spot announcements in French.

Hadio

station KAPB is the only station in the area now programming

to a French audience.
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^.Station KAOK, Lake Charies?
Hadio station KAOS, Lake Charles, founded in 1947,

had the same coverage at that time that it does now.

It

broadcasts on an assigned frequency of 1370 kilocycles.

Power is 250 watts both daytime and nighttime.

The French

audience in its coverage area was never large.

It has re

mained throughout broadcasting activities, at approximately
one per cent of the total listening audience.
From 1947 through 1952 French bands played an estima

ted 30 minutes, live, each day, from the KAOK studios.

French

band recordings were played at the rate of three or four each

day, in the course of regularly scheduled disc jockey shows.
French records continued in popularity until the advent of

Johnny Bay and the very modern ballad type song.

Around 1952

both bands and the very rarely scheduled religious programs

stopped.

This decline was brought about through station

policy and through less demand.

KAOK now programs only in rare instances French spot
commercials.

In 1957 about 20 spot commercials were done each week.

Sponsors were for the most part advertising medicinal products.

They are now discouraged by station policy.

About 99 P®^ cent

of the area French population speaks English, therefore French

?Hoy K. Bodes, Manager, Badio Station KAOK, Lake
Charles, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 28, 1958.
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programing is considered to sacrifice audience.

A local

Frenchman records the comercials used by KAOK.

The disappearance of French from the broadcasting

schedule of this station can be attributed to both station

policy and sponsor demand.

There was definitely less sponsor

demand, and a change in musical taste of the decade eliminated

French music entirely, both recorded and live band.
Station KPLCy'. lake . Charles8

Radio station KPLC, Lake Charles, was established in
1935 as a one hundred watt station.

It was increased to 250

watts, and then in 1948 to 5,000 watts.

The founders were

T, B. Lanford of Shreveport, Louisiana, and L* M. Sepaugh of
Jackson, Mssissippi.

Radio audiences tuned to 1470 kilo

cycles have heard very little French broadcasting.
In 1945 KPLC attempted to broadcast the news in French.
This state and local resumd was five minutes in length, and

was on the air for six months.

However, there was no sponsor

demand for programs in the French language and the news pro

gram was never supported by any local advertiser.

Further

more the program did not prove to be popular so it was dis

carded.

a

vHester Taylor Pileggi, Bookkeeper, Radio Station
KPLC, Lake Charles, Louisiana, Personal Interview, July 28,
1958. Program schedule also affirmed through microfilm of
Lake Charles American Press. July 28, 1958, and through
bookkeeper’s records1™at' KS’Xc.
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"The French Baptist Hour’* was added to SPEC broadcast

ing schedules in July, 1953.

Broadcast time was Tuesday,

Th® program is still on the air in

11:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

the summer of 1958.
The only true market for French in the Calcasieu area

was found in 1957.

A one hour broadcast, remote, from the

Shamrock Club, featured French band music; air time Saturday,.'

7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

In April of 1958, another hour was

scheduled, remote, from the Shamrock Club; Wednesday, 7:30 to
8:30 p.a.

At this tine the Bon Ton Roule nightclub joined

the trend to French music with the some style show on Friday
night from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Although the French population

still wants to hear French music, they prefer listening to

spoken English.

All the commercials done in French band

shows are done in English.
Present French Broadcasting Schedule, (1958)
M.

W.

T.

Th.

F.

Sat.

Sun.

11:0011:30 a.■ El.
French
Baptist
Hour

7:308:30 p.m.
Shamrock
Club
7:008:00 p.m.
Bon Ton
Boule

7:008:00 p.m.
Shamrock
Club
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Radio station O1C added string band programming
through the request of the bands, who sell the time them

selves.

She station would not discourage French broadcasting;

there is simply no call for It in the area.

There has been

no French broadcasting from the studios for the past four
years.:

The French people still want - to hear their music ,.■■ ■

but do not care about the news in' French, or about hearing ..

any spoken French.

Therefore French broadcasting in this

area can do nothing.but decrease.

Radio station KIKS, a 500 watt Sulphur station, does

not, and has never broadcast any French programs.

Prior to

its beginning in December, 1956, (under the old call letters

of KSU1) the station did broadcast an hour long show each
Saturday that featured a partially French format.

This show

lasted approximately six months, during the summer and fall
of 1956, when it was cancelled due to financial reasons.
Station KVPI, Ville Platte-*
10
In November, 1953, six stockholders who owned the

Ville Platte Broadcasting Company, Inc., established radio

^Cecil S. Bland, Jr., Manager, Radio Station KIKS,

Sulphur, louisiana, Personal letter, May 24, 1958.
10Chris Duplechin, Radio Station KVPI, Ville Platte,
louisiana, Personal Interview, July 21, 1958*
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station KVPI, Ville Platte,

She 250 watt station covered an

area estimated by Chris 3>xpleohin, station manager, in which
resided 30,000 listeners, 25,00 of these speaking French.

Now on a sun-up to sun-down broadcasting basis, KVPI programs

to the same ratio of french speaking people.
In 1953 KVPI inaugurated its program of bi-lingual

broadcasting, with french news broadcasts.

Scheduled times

wore 7:30 to 7:40 a.n. and 5:00 to 5:05 p.m., Monday through

Saturday.11
"Cajun Rendezvous," a French recording disc jockey
show, conducted by Floyd Soileau, who owns Floyd's Record
Shop in Ville Platte, was originated shortly afterward. ' Air
12
time was 4:45 to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

"The French Baptist Hour" became an established feat

ure of Ville Platte’s programming, also in 1953, 11:00 to
11:30 a.m., Tuesday.

"The French Catholic Hour" began on August 16, 1954,

and was regularly programmed each Monday from 11:30 to 12
noon.*
1^
*sps———————
Confirmed by checking KVPI program logs from Friday,
January 1, 1954* through Thursday, January 7, 1954, on July
21, 1958.

X4,Confirmed by checking KVPI program logs from Friday,
January 1, 1954, through Thursday, January 7, 1954, on July
21, 1958.
1^Affirmed by program log for Tuesday, January 5, 1954?

on July 21, 1958.
^Traffic order for August 16, 1954, on July 21, 1958.
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In 1955, Reverend Newman from the Christian Church of

Mamou began Saturday morning broadcasts from 10:00 to 10:30.
The program, usually live or taped in the studio, was on the
air from January 1, 1955, to July 12, 1958.
On February 28, 1956, KVPI originated the "County

Agent Show.”

J. T. Gibbons relates farm news of the area}

and the show is still broadcast in the summer of 1958 at its

originally scheduled time, 7:45 to 8:00 a.m.

Gibbons* spon-

sor is the Evangeline Seed Company of Ville Platte.
On July 5, 1958, "Cajun Rendezvous,” previously aired
over KSIG, Crowley, was heard on KVPI*

The show time was

'

3:00 to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday, and originated from Wise Neigh

borhood lounge in Lafayette with Bob LeBlanc as presiding an
nouncer*

The show featured French music from the lounge.

Among the sponsors of "Cajun Rendezvous" were Thomas Reed’s

Grocery Store, Evangeline Radiator Service, Perron’s Service
Station in Mamou, L. M. Reed Gas & Oil Products in Eunice,

Ardoin Used Oar Lots, La Vergne’s Mattress Factory, and Leo’s

Auto Repair.
In 1953 about 150 commercials were done in French.
One hundred seventy-five per week is the average in 1958.

•^yaffle orders for January 1, 1955, and July 12,
1958, checked on July 21, 1958.

■^Master Log of February 28, 1956, on July 21, 1958*
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The increase has "been brought about because the volume of ad>

vertising has enlarged.

The ratio has decreased.

lar merchandise is advertised.

No particu

General articles are featured,

and no national advertisers request French.

Commercials are

translated while on the air from an English outline prepared

by Duplechin.
Present French Broadcasting Schedule, (1958)
T.

: W.

7 s 30*
Hews
7s40 a.in.
(Hews)

Hews

Hews

Hews

7:45C.A.
8:00 a.n.
County
Agent

C.A.

C.A.

C.A.

M.

■

Th.

’ **• ' ..

Sat.'

Sun. ';

11:00*
11:30 a .IB,®
French
Baptist
Hour
11:30*
12:00 a.m.
French
Catholic
Hour
3:005:00 p.m.
Cajun
Rendezvous
4:45C.R.
5:00 p.m,
Cajun
Rendezvous

C .R.

C.R.

C.R.

5:00Hews
5:05 p.m*
(Hews)

Hews

Hews

Hews
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In the Ville Matte area Breach broadcasting has been

very successful*

At first the sponsor demand was very heavy*

However, the majority of people not speaking English are those

over sixty years in age, and they aren’t for the most part the
ones who buy.
ity.

French is therefore dying out in the KVPI vicin

Chris Duplechin reflected this opinion when he stated^

"French news popularity will be insufficient in ten years to

warrant a sponsor."

S tati on KJEF, Jennings^?
Clovis Bailey, Hillman Bailey, and Max Thomas founded
radio station KJEP, Jennings, in November, 1950*

It.was -es

tablished as a 500 watt station and later increased to 1,000*

Original broadcasting hours were 6 a.m. until sun-down.

From

December through July they have been increased to 5s15 through
7 s 15*

It was established by Clovis Bailey, present station

manager, that about 80 or 90 per cent of KJEF’s listening

audience spoke French when the station went on the air.
The first year that KJEF was in existence, the station
broadcast ten hours a week in French.

Ten minute newscasts

were given at the rate of three a day, six days per week.

They featured a combination of state, local, and world news.
Hathan Abshire and his French band played one-half hour each

^Clovis Bailey, Manager, Radio Station KJEF, Jennings,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 27, 1958.
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week, and were sponsored "by dance halls and nightclubs.

Sta

tion KJEF also featured Lionel Cormier and his Sundown Play
boys.

The French Baptists broadcast one day each week, 11:00

to 11:30 a.m.

The program was later changed to Monday, 11:30

to 12:00 a.m.
During 1955, French on stations decreased as did other

commercial radio activity.
the television medium.

A tremendous toll was taken by

Channel 7 in Lake Charles enveloped

a portion of the EJEF audiences.

perform on television.

French bands left radio to

Nightclubs quit sponsoring.

Other ■-

bands made records and some stopped playing entirely.

News

casts on KJEF completely disappeared in 1955*
In 1956, radio made a comeback in the Jennings area,

and French with it.

During the early part of 1957, French

Catholic broadcasts were added to EJEF scheduling.
The next French show to be programmed was •’Cleveland

Crochet and His Hillbilly Ramblers."

Broadcasting remote

from the River Club, each Saturday afternoon, the program
had no difficulty in obtaining sponsors.

Allon Danser was the last French entree on the sched
ule.

It is still heard in 1958, each weekday afternoon from

4:00 to 5*00, and on Saturday from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m.

The

show consists of French recordings, commercial spots, and

friendly chat by French announcer, Jerry Dugas.

Dugas and

his French recordings received too many requests from anxious

fans, who usually asked that the same things be played over
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Accordingly, Allen panser has become one popular

and over.

and unique disc jockey show which does not request fan re
sponse.

The program is sponsored by 25 to 30 advertisers?

among which are:

Cormier’s Grocery, Madis Bonin Grocery? IG

Food Stores, Cash and Carry Stores? McMillan Furniture, Daley

Grocery and Market, and various night clubs.
Present Broadcasting Schedule, (1958)

■. M.'

.

T.

w.

Th.

.

F.

Sat.

Sun.
8:308:45 a.m.
French
Full
Gospel

8:459:00 a.m.
Church of
Christ
10:0011:00 a.m.
Alien
Dancer
11:3011:45 a.m.
French
Baptist
(Bocal)

11:3011:45 a.m.
French
Baptist
(Bocal)

4:00—
A. P»
5:00 p.m.
Alien
Denser

A.D.

A.D.

A.D.

6:307:00 p.m.
Cleveland
Crochet

Sponsors of the shows and buyers of French commercials

all claim excellent results.

Among their number in the K.TEF
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area are nightclubs, dance halls, furniture stores, food
stores, meat-markets, bug-killers, and hot-shot bug killer

of Memphis#

There is no national advertising done in French#

Bug killer advertisements are recorded by Alden Sonnier of

the staff of station KSIG in Crowley.
In 1950, KJEF was airing in French approximately 50

spots per week of one minute in length.

The number rose to

60 or TO by 1956, and reached an all time high in 1953, with
100 commercials per week in French.

Jerry Dugas sells, pre-

pares, and broadcasts all French commercials.

He writes them

in French, rehearses them, and then puts them on tape.

Most

advertisements are read in English and then repeated in
French.

tape

A one-dollar fee is charged for talent, for each

made.

Station policy shares Dugas* enthusiasm for

French advertising.
Station KJEF offers the sponsor an opportunity to

broadcast in French if he so desires.

Dugas uses as one

selling point the fact that the advertiser receives twice

as much air time for only an extra dollar.

Spot commercials

are scheduled before, during, and after French shows, to draw
the heaviest response.

The following is the text of a typi

cal French commercial recorded by Jerry Dugas for use at KJEF,

during May, 1953.

Putnam Implements et Putnam Insurance Agency de Elton
Veux apallez votre attention a les Trade Days a Elton
jeudi, vendredi et samdi de oette semaine. Putnam Im
plements a Elton s*est la place ou les abitons connaitre
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qu’il.peu avoir n’apart qu’est quality de fan belt et
generator belt, les battree Delco dry charge pour tons
les application . . .
et les morceaux et repairisons
sur les machine Clinton, Aussi bien que n*apart qu’est
quality tractor.
Pendant lbs Elton Trade days les
machine Clinton sont redue 15 de cent . , . Putnam Im
plements est la place a Elton pour achetez n’apart qu’est
quality de machinery Minneapolis Moline. Vous etre
invite de vister le Putnam Insurance Agency a Elton pour
tons Vos besoin d*insurance qui faite affairs avec des
stock companies seulement. Rapallez vous que plus que
$300 en cadeaux sera donner pendant les Trade Days a
Elton. Enregistr6 vous aux Putnam Implementet Putnam
Insurance equand vous achetez avec euse et vous va avoir
une chance sur tous les cadeaux qui sera donnes samdi a .
5 hour© aux Pierrot! used car'lot. Vous avez pour etre
present pour gonyes, Le Cajoux a Putnam sera un certifies
de 110.
Sa s’est Putnam Implements et Putnam Insurance
a Elton.
The preceding is not pure French, and is not intended to rep

resent correct French.

It is merely a visual guide by which

the announcer is reminded of what he is to say.

The English .

translation follows.

■ Putnam Implements and Putnam Insurance Agency of Elton
wishes to call your attention to trade days this Thurs
day, Friday, and Saturday. Putnam Implements is the
source of supply for farmers* needss
fan and generator
belts for all makes of tractors? Delco dry charge bat
teries for all applications,and Clinton engines, parts,
and expert repair service on all tractors.
Daring Elton
Trade Days all Clinton engines are priced 15 per cent
off list. Putnam Insurance Agency, where you can get
any type of insurance, represents stock companies only.
They’ll be glad to help you with all your insurance needs.
Over $300 worth of prizes will be given during Elton
Trade Days. Register at Putnam Implements and Putnam
Insurance when you make a purchase, and you’ll be en
titled to the drawing for all the prizes ...
drawing
will be Saturday at 5 p.m. ... at Pierotti’s Used Car

18

Spot taken from commercial file at KJEF, dennings,
Louisiana, on May 27, 1958.
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lot, and you must be present to win. A $10.00 merchand
ise certificate will be given by Putnam Implements and
Putnam Insurance Agency in Elton, Make your plans to
stop there during Elton Trade Days ... this Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday.

Clovis Bailey predicts that French broadcasting on
KIEF will last approximately ten more years.

He insists that

such programming -is now on the increase, and that sponsors in
his area are just as eager to have nomerOials done in French

as in English.
Radio Station KANE,...lew Iberia19

Radio station KABE, New Iberia, was established in .
1946 by (Merge Thomas*

It was the second station to be built

in South Louisiana between Lake Charles and New Orleans.

The

broadcasting schedule .has always been 17 hours per day extend

ing from 6:00 a.®.. to 11:00 p.m., on a power of 250 watts.

In

1946 an estimated 60 per cent of KANEM audience spoke French.

In 1958 only 50 to 55 per cent speak the native tongue.
Only throe hours per day were broadcast in French in
1946.

The nature of these programs was not determined.

19Donald Bonin, Manager, Radio Station KANE, New Iberia,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 26, 1958. Bonin’s estima
tion of 1958 French listeners, page 47, does not correspond
with that of Coco, KVIM, page 4o, although both stations cover
the same listening area. The same is true of Patton, KIEL,
page 51, and Hughes, KVOL, page 53, in the Lafayette area.
These inconsistencies are probably due to the fact that in
each case estimates are of only the respective stations pre
sumed listening audience, and are the judgment of only the
station manager.
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Seven to ten spot announcements were made in French each day.
By 1952 all French programming dropped to isolated

commercials.

During 1955 and 1956 all French broadcasting

was completely eliminated.

According to Sir. Bonin, it was

never commercially good in Hew Iberia.

She advent of tele

vision changed radio listening habits.

Fifteen minute shows

were discarded.

In their places, block programming was ini

1Jhe station has made a definite effort to rid itself

tiated.

of all French programming for these reasons, and for the
added reason that the old people who do speak French are not

the ones who do most of the. buying, and their habits of pur
chasing have been established for many years.

Sponsors who

used French commercials during the early years were Butane

companies, feed stores, furniture stores, and automobile
dealers.

Radio Station CTIM, New Iberia^0
Since 1950, radio station KVIM has been beaming a

powerful non-directional 1,000 watt signal across 70 miles
of Iberia Parish, and surrounding territory.

The broadcast

day has been since the time of establishment six until six.

John H. Coco, station manager, estimated that in 1950 approxi

mately 70 per cent of the listening audience spoke French.
Now in 1958 only 38 to 40 per cent do so.

^John H. Coco, Manager, Radio Station KVIM, New Iberia,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 27, 1958.
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The exact dates and times of French programming were

uncertain.

Only the amount was available*

A disc jockey

show featuring Wed Guilbeaux existed between 1950 and 1952.

The half-hour program consisted of records and conversation
in French, broadcast remote from a Breaux Bridge nightclub,

a distance of approximately 28 miles*.

The daily program was

■

sponsored by a local bank.

Six days each week a 15 minute French newscast made

up of local, state, and national news appeared on the KVIM
schedule.

B. Romero and the Happy Fat’s French band broad

cast once a week for 30 minutes, and according to the station

manager, this program received a great deal of fan mail.
French Catholic and Baptist religious broadcasting totaled 15
minutes each day.

It was done live in the studio.

French programming was definitely on the decline during

1953, the cause being primarily an influx of new people.

The

French listeners wanted to hear English, and sponsor demand
dropped.

The 15 minute newscasts previously heard six days

each week, decreased to twice a week.

Catholic and Baptist

programming remained at 1$ minutes, but switched from live

broadcasting to remote pickups from local churches.

In 1953

the scheduling of string bands stopped completely.
"The Catholic Hour” is the one French program remain

ing on the KVIM schedule.

11:30 to 11:45.

Air time is Thursday a.m. from
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Among the sponsors requesting advertisements in French

are car dealerst soft drink companies, beer companies, and
the manufacturer of Walker sausage.

She Aubrey Williams Ad

vertising Agency in Hew Orleans recorded Dr. Tichenor*s

Antiseptic commercials in the Acadian French accent,

These

There is an extra charge to a local spon

were used by KVIM.

sor for dubbing the commercial in French.
In 1950 about 10 to 12 per cent of the spot commercials
were done in French.

Customer response was good, the station

prospered, so the policy continued.

About 1953? for reasons

already mentioned, demand for such commercials dropped, and
the percentage of French commercials broadcast dropped ac

cordingly.

Only three or four per cent of total spot comer-

cials are recorded in French.

were French.

In 1958 a few advertisements

They are read first in English and then in

Ho attempt is made to do French commercials now.

French.

Only when a sponsor requests them does the station schedule
them.

According to Mr. Ooo, French has declined from the be

ginning at KVIM.

In a few years it will disappear from the

station completely.

21

21

The French Hews scheduling was confirmed by micro
films of The Daily Iberian of Monday, April 2, 1951, and
February £§7
''’’^French Music” appeared on July 28, 1953?
and in July and August of 1953? "French Baptist" broadcasting
was scheduled.
The above confirmation was obtained by a spot
check of the publication.
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Station KPEI, LaW&tte22

Radio station OEL, formerly KLIY, was founded Janu
ary 2, 1950, with a power of 500 watts.

Now, in 1958, power

has been increased to 1,000 watts with a coverage radius of
approximately 45 miles.

hours.

In 1950 the broadcast day was 12

William A. Patton, station manager, estimated that

30 per cent of the listening audience at that time spoke
french.

Mow KPEL broadcasts 18 hours, the hours of 6:00 a.m.

to 12 midnight, daily.

This change was made in 1954.

The

station manager estimated that less than two or three per

cent of the listeners now specie french.
Ten minutes of news and weather combination was sched
uled in French each day from the time the station went on the
air.

Also programmed from the beginning was the French Catho

lic program, done live in the studio, for one-half hour every
Monday*

Aldus Roger and his Lafayette Playboys, a French

band, performed an hour each Saturday.

They featured Acadian

music with the French accordion as the principal instrument.

As Mr. Patton expressed it, acoordion music was to this area

what the polka was In districts around Pennsylvania.

The latter part of 1954 found a definite decline in
French broadcasting over station KPEL.

more bi-lingual#

The audience became

Young French speaking men in the service

22William A, Patton, Manager, Radio Station KPEL,

Lafayette, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 27, 1958.
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were returning, now preferring to hear English.

The old age

group becamethe only ones preferring French to English.

Garlan Bolin reports news of the area on one of the
two French shows now remaining on KPEI’s program schedule,
The newscast is heard from 5:40 to 5s50 a.m. every weekday.

The other program, "The French Baptist Hour,’' can be
tuned in from 7:30 to 8:00a.m. on Sundays.
Dixie 45 Beer is KPEL’s biggest single advertiser ih . ■

the French' language.

Sponsors trying to reach rural areas

producing such merchandise as sweet potatoes, make up the re
mainder of the sponsorship.

Twelve spot announcements per day was the average in

1950.

On occasion as many as 20 to 25 were scheduled.

Usu

ally advertising was a less to least expensive class of mer

chandise appealing to the rural areas.

The announcers trans

lated spots from English to French while on the air.
demand for French did not decline too much.

Sponsor

The management

of KPEL realised that the audience was diminishing, before
the sponsor did.

Now only one announcer of a staff of five

speaks French.
Needless to say, French broadcasting will soon disap
pear from KTEL’s schedules entirely.

The station is making

a deliberate effort to discourage its use.

Patton feels that

larger stations will find other sources of revenue, finding
that French audiences are too small.

Only occasional
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advertisements before and after French shows are accepted,

at the insistence of the sponsor.
Station KVOL, Lafayette^

George ’Thomas founded KVOL in 1935*

Coverage which

has always been the same is now slightly less because there
are more stations in the area.

Broadcast hours were 6:00

a.m. to 11:00 p.m. when the station went on the air.

Hughes, station manager, estimates that 75

Evan

cent of list

eners spoke French in 1935; at the present time, only 20 to
25 per cent do so.
During the period from 1935 to 1948 a combination of

French Protestant and Catholic materials were broadcast for

a total of one hour each day seven days per week.

It was

estimated that one hour each week was devoted to French music

by string bands.
An average of five hours per week were broadcast in
French from 1948 to 1956.

One hour of religious materials,

and one-half hour of string band music were among undeter
mined shows.

Prom 1957 to 1958 religious broadcasting, both Baptist
and Catholic programs, was reduced to one-half hour per week.
String bands discontinued shows on KVOL.

Political candidates

2^Evan Hughes, Station Manager, KVOL, Lafayette, Lou
isiana, Personal Interview, May 26, 1958.
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used radio facilities on occasion for broadcasting platforms

to the French voters-

Present French Broadcasting Schedule,. (1958)
M. .

w.

T.-

Th.

F.

Sat.

Sun.

5:456:00 a.m
French
Catholic

6:00lews
6:15 a.m.
Bews

'Rews •

News

News

6:306:45 a.m.
French
News

6:457:00 a.m.
French
Baptist

French newscaster at KVOL is Bertrand BeBlanc.

Reli

gious programs originate within the studio except those taped

by the French Baptist network

KVOL has a library of French

hymns taped in the studio, using local choral voices.

These

are broadcast during religious services.

Because of customer enthusiasm, the same sponsors have
been supporting French newscasts on station KVOL for the past
ten years.

They are seven in number and follow a rotation

method of sponsorship.

Often French commercials.are used in

an effort to break the habits formed by the older listeners,

centralized Baptist network having 16 Louisiana
radio stations.
For further information see Chapter V.
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who are the ones primarily speaking French.

Evan Hughes

stated that these habits had been handed down from genera
tion to generation, and added that continued advertising is
necessary to introduce products that are new and unfamiliar

to the old people, and that would be particularly advanta
geous to their method of living.

Products having been ad

vertised in this' manner by KVOL include fence materials,

corregated sheeting which now replaces asphalt shingles, and
packaged bread which has discouraged former baking worries.

Animal feeds, mechanised tractors, and stock sales also rank
high among French sponsorship.

Wan Hughes has discovered that it takes one minute
to say in French what con be said in thirty seconds in Eng

lish.

It is necessary to reduce the text of the commercial

to very simple, descriptive language, and to keep it on a
personal level geared to please the personality of the French
listener.

Estimates of the number of spot commercials of -

this nature during periods of broadcasting at KV01 are as
follows:

1935-1948, ten spots a day in French; 1948-1956?

five spots a day in French; 1957-1958, three spots per day

in French.

All spots are 30 to 60 seconds in length.

Among

sponsors of spot commercials are found automobile dealers,
feed and seed stores* water well services, lumber companies,

banks, and businesses advertising rural needs.

Most commer

cials of this type are directed to the lower-middle income
group
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The continuity department at station KVOL prepares
copies of the commercials in English, and the announcers
translate them into French.

the staff speak French*

Two of the five announcers on

Hughes found in his many years of

French broadcasting that announcers using the patois of one
area were not understood by the French of another locality*
The following is the French text of a one minute com

mercial from the KVOL program files:
Le Downtown Optical a Lafayette vous invite d’ all er
voir leurs office qui se trouve dans la meme Batistes
que le Gordon’s Jewelers a 548 Jefferson Street a
Lafayette# Il y’a des docteur la qui vont vous examiner
lea yeux et si vous avez besoins des lunettes, ils vont
vous fournir avec les meillieur possible# Il y’a pas.
d’appointment necessaire, Le Downtown Optical se trouve
sur la grande rue a Lafayette dans le meme batistes avecptle Gordon’s Jewelers a 54® Jefferson Street a Lafayette.

An English translation of the same commercial is given below:

Downtown Optical in Lafayette invites you to go to see
their office which is in the same building as the Gordon’s
Jewelers at 548 Jefferson Street in Lafayette. There are
some doctors there who will examine your eyes end if you
need glasses, they will furnish you with the best pos
sible, Ho appointment is necessary.
Downtown Optical is
on the main street in Lafayette in the Gordon’s Jewelers
at 548 Jefferson Street in Lafayette.
It is the belief of Evan Hughes that French broadcast

ing in the Lafayette area is rapidly dying out.

bom since the Korean war all speak English.

The children

French will not

be broadcast over KVOL in the future, with the exception of

emergency items.

25''Commercial from program files at Radio Station KVOL,
Lafayette, Louisiana, on file at the station May 26, 1958.
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Station KTIB, Thibodeaux^

Radio station KTIB, Thibodeaux, has broadcast with a
power of 500 watts approximating the same coverage since it
was established on December 24, 1953.

Kay Saadi, station

manager, estimates that 5 per cent of the audience at that
time understood French, and that the percentage remains the

same in 1958.
Wade 0. Kartin, Jr., outstanding louisiana political

figure, pioneered French broadcasting at KTIB on January 3,
1954> with the first of a series of fifteen minute weekly

programs, staged by Martin to introduce political candidates ,
to the Thibodeaux citizens.

The KTIB schedules carried the

"Wade 0. Martin Show*1 each Sunday from 9:45 to 10:00 a.m.^

The only other programming with a French flavor during
the 1954-56 period was an occasional French band, which played

remote fro® a local club each Saturday afternoon.
Houma Electrical assumed sponsorship of the "LeRoy
Martin Show" on February 3, 1958.

The broadcast had only a

brief run, for it was cancelled on February 28, 1958.

The

program was fifteen minutes in length, five days each week.

LeRoy Martin spun French recordings and read all commercials

26pay Saadi, Manager, Radio Station KTIB, Thibodeaux,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 12, 1958.

^KTIB program log of January 3, 1954, on file at the
station on June 12, 1958.
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in French.28
Station KTIB discourages spot announcements in French

and schedules them only if the sponsor insists.

These few

isolated spots are all that remains of the French influence

in KTIB current (1958) programming.

French sponsors usually

desire the commercials half in English, half in French.
Products advertised are those usually pertaining to the

rural area.

Accounts in Hew Orleans always request that com

mercials in the Thibodeaux area be'done in French, as does

.

the Houma filestrical and Appliance Warehouse Sales in Hew

Orleans.

leHoy Martin is the only announcer of a staff of

three full time and two part time announcers who speaks
Either he or Ambroise Iandry, Clerk of Court in

French.

Thibodeaux, makes tapes of the commercials.

The continuity

staff writes the commercial in English, and if tape is not

used* it is translated into French while the program is in
progress.
Station KTIB schedules less French today, because of
less listener request.

Saadi believes that the station could

present more French if the management wished it.

He further

explained that 20 to 30 per cent of KTIB’e broadcasting ac

tivity could be in French if desired.

However, the station

realizes that French programming is not necessary in the

28

Day Book Bookkeeping Schedules for February 3 and
February 28, 1958; these schedules were on file at KTIB on
June 12, 1958.
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area, even though there is still a small market available*

Station KALB, Alexandria^

Among the first stations in Louisiana was KALB, which

was organised in September of 1935*

In the past twenty-three

years, the original 500 watts of power on which KALB was

broadcasting has expanded to 5,000 watts.

Alex Marchand,

station manager, estimated that about 50 per cent of KALB’s

audience speaks French.
It was not until 1947 that KALB began its first French

programming.

The precedent was set by Jelly Elliot and His

Singing Cowboys who appeared occasionally.

The group sang

in French on their unscheduled shows which ran anywhere from
15 minutes to two hours.

Their variable schedule cannot be

definitely traced in station records but is remembered by
many station employees.

Adras. LaBorde, editor of the Alexandria daily news
paper, The Town Talk, obliged KALB with weekday five minute

newscasts from 1948 to 1951*

Air time was 5s00 p.m.

The

news reports, sponsored by J. 0. Chenvere and General Gas

Company, proved very successful.

LaBorde, giving pertinent

items from the news services of The Town Talk, discontinued

his program only when his editorial position became too
pressing to continue further broadcasting activities.

29aiex Marchand, Manager, Radio Station KALB, Alex
andria, Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 20, 1958.
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KAIB’s other claim to Trench broadcasting lay in the
few French band recordings that were interspersed throughout

daily diBO.o jockey shows.3®

Occasionally the station schedules a French commercial
at a sponsor^ request*

Spot announcements are all that re

main, today, in 1958, of KALB’s French broadcasting.

The

station discourages the policy of such programming for the
management feels that the French area is sufficiently covered

by radio station KAPB, Marksville, which regularly schedules

French advertisements*3^
Station KHJN, Eunice30
32
*
Badio station OUN came into existence on October 26,

1952.

Broadcast hours since the station went on the air

have been weekdays and Saturday from 5s 30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.,

and Sunday fro® 7s00 a.®, to 10s00 p.m.

The Tri-Parish

Broadcasting Company, Inc., owns station KEUli, broadcasting
with 250 watts of power.

In 1952, Mr. Chauvin estimated that

50 per cent of the listeners wished to hear French spoken on

the air.

How, in 1958, his estimate is 40 per cent.

30 Adras: LaBorde, Editor, The Town Talk, Alexandria,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 20',' 1958.
33 The "Hews in French** appeared at 5s00 p.m. on Sep

tember 1, 1952, and March 18, 1953, on KALB schedules in
’’The Town Talk."
32John A. Chauvin, Manager, Radio Station KEUH, Eunice,
Louisiana, Personal Interview, July 21, 1958.
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Around 1952, local, stat®, regional, and some national

news events were combined in two daily French newscasts on
the station, Monday through Saturday,

The first, 6:15 to

6:25 a.m., was sponsored by the Ardoin Department Store.

DeHaye Chevrolet endorsed the second, from 7:00 to 7:05 p.m.
Newscasting was done by Chris Duplechin, present manager of
ZVPI in Ville Platte.53

local Baptist broadcasting was scheduled on Sunday

afternoon from 4:00 to 4:30, and on Wednesday from 11:15 to
11:30, with the Reverend G. Carrier of Eunice giving the

sermon.
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The ^French Baptist Hour” joined KEUH on July 7, 1953*

Program time was on Tuesday, 11:00 to 11:30 a.m.*
3^
It was also stated by John Chauvin, O'UN station man

ager, that at some undetermined period in 1953, Chris Duplechin was conducting a French recording disc jockey show, but

there are no records confirming it.

"Fais-do-do,* featuring French recordings and partici
pating commercials, appeared on the schedule around 1955.
Air time was Friday night, 6:15 to 7:30.

The show was

33Radio Station KEUN program log for October 27, 1952,

in OOT file on July 21, 1958.
3^Radio Station KEUN program log for December 7, 1952,
in the KEUN files on July 21, 1958.

3^Radio Station KEUN program log for July 7, 1953, in

the KEUN files on July 21, 1958.
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conducted by Houston leJeune, announcer from Church Point.
October 13, 1956, marked the date ”The Church Point Jamboree”
first appeared on KEUH program schedules.

Houston LeJeune

again played French recordings and read participating spots

in French bought by Church Point merchants.^

In 1957 KEUN and Houston I»eJeune added another show
along the same line, entitled ”Bon Ton Rouge,” or, ”Iet the
Good times Roll.”

Following the format of other French disc

jockey programs the show lasted from February 1, 1957, to
June of 1958.

According to ®r. Chauvin,

”Bon Ton Houle” did

not leave the air because of a lack of sponsorship.

KBUH now carries four French newscasts.

The 6s55

is sponsored by Ardoin’s Department Store, Gladiola Flour ad

vertises at 7s30 a.a., Falstaff Boer at 5s30 p.m.t and Gomer

Tire service sponsors the 7sOO p.m. news, two or three days

each week*
The following page gives the complete schedule of

OUEPs French broadcasting activities.

^^Radio Station KEUN bookkeeper’s book for October 13,

1956, checked at KEOT on July 21, 1958.
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Present French Broadcasting Schedule, (1958)
M. .

W

Th.

F.

6:55News .
7:00 a.m.
News
.

News

News

News

7t)News
7:35 am.
News

News
.

News

News

■ T.

-

Sat.

Sun.

News

9:00

11:00 am.
Church
Point
Jamboree

11:00
11:30 am
French . - -

Baptist
Hour

11:15
11:30 am.
Baptist
(local.)
. 4:000
4:30 p.m.
Baptist
(Local)
5:00
6:00 p.m.
Fais-do-do
and Ness

5:30News
5:35 pm.
News

News

News

6:00
7:00 p.m.
Sundown
Jamboree
6:15
7:30 p.m.

Fais-do-do
7:00
7:05 p.m.

News
(2 or 3 times each week)

&

In 1952 approximately four spots each clay were in • •

French.

-All were one minute commercials within shows? none

were scattered.

No particular sponsor requests Trench in

1958, but just as many in number are anxious to purchase
time An Trench.

She.station has no problem whatsoever when

attempting to sell a Trench show*

Of the five announcers on

the OVN staff, only XeJeune speaks Trench.

The continuity 1.

staff prepares the spots in English, and LeJoune translates

them into .Trench while the show is in progress.

John Chauvin,

station manager, stated that good French announcers like

LeJeune have always been difficult to locate.
Chauvin predicted that French broadcasting at KEUN
would live for about ten more years.

He reiterated the

opinion of other station managers when voicing the idea that
though a great many of the listeners, possibly 90 per cent,

understand French, the majority would rather hear English
than French.

Station. KS1O, Opelousas37
Hadio station KSIO, Opelousas, went on the air on

September 25, 1947.

It operates with a power of 250 watts,

at 1230 kilocycles.

Monday through Saturday from 5:00 through 6:45 a.m^

3?john Wright, Program Director, Hadio Station KSLO,
Opelousas, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 29, 1958.

€5

has been the regularly scheduled broadcast time of ’’Cajun
Frolics" since 1947.

featuring both hillbilly and french re

cordings, the announcer speaks in both French and English and
reads commercials in both languages.

discouraged.

Back to back spots are

There is no extra charge for French used in a

’’Cajun Frolic” commercial.

......

Three French band programs originated in 1950*
and years during' which they appeared are as follows:

Hames

“The

Veteran Playboys,” Saturday, 10:30-11:30 p.m.; 1950-1954;

’’Austin Pete,” Sunday, 5*30-6*00 p.m., 1950-1953; the ’’Sunset

Game Club,” Sunday, 8:30-9*00 p.m., 1950-1955*

The exact

dates of their shows are not certain.

’’The French Baptist Hour” appeared for the first time

on KSXO in 1950*
11:30 a.m.

Broadcast time was Tuesday from 11:00 to

One of the most outstanding and successful en

deavors in French broadcasting began in October, 1950.

At

the early hour of 6:45 a.m., the Felix Dezauche’ family
gathered in their own radio studio, located in the Dezauche’

Feed Store, to broadcast the "Dezauche* Blue Boom Show.”

It

has become a tremendously popular permanent program of the

KSLO radio schedule,

For more complete details of this pro**

gram and audience response, see Chapter VIII.
Originating in the KSXO radio studios was "The French
Catholic Hour" in 1954*

It has been sent out from there

ever since, over a network including stations KJEF, Jennings;
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KROF, Abbeville; KVPI, Ville Platte; and KSLO, Opelousas.

KS1O added a local Baptist program in 1956 to the
previously scheduled French Baptist and Catholic networks.
**The Church Point Baptist Hour" with the Reverend Aguillard

presiding, assumed the Wednesday, 11:30 to 12:00 a.m. spot.

Happy Fats, one of the most popular French band leaders

in Louisiana, and one of considerable national radio and re
cording fame, conducts his band, each Saturday morning between
Happy Fats can only be heard on KSLO

9:00 and 10:00 on KSLO.

at the present. ■ For further information, see Chapter VI.
Austin Fontenot, owner of a merchandise store in -

Louisberg, Austin's Men’s Store -in Opelousas, and Fontenot

and Guidry’s Department Stores in Church Point and Arnaud

ville, presides over the "Austin Fontenot Show,** heard from
12:40 to 1:20 p.m. each Thursday.

A complete schedule of

KSLO’s French programming follows.

Present Frenoh Programming at KSLO, (1958)
M.

’

T.

5:00C.F.
6:45 a.m.
Cajun Frolics
(5:55x
6:00 a.m.)
News
News
(6:15x
6:17 a.m.)
Weather
W.
(6:25%
6:30 a.m.)
News
News

w.

Th.

F.

Sat.

C.F.

C.F.

C.F.

C.F.

News

News

News

News

N.

W.

W.

W.

News

News

News

News

Sun.
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Present French Programing at F1SLO8 (195^) (continued)
M.

T.

6:45B.H.
7:00 a.m.
Blue Boom

W.

B.R.

Th.
B.R.

F.

Sat.

B.R.

B.R.

9:0010:00 a.m.
Happy Fats
10:BOll: 30 a.m.
Jambalaya
11:0011: 30 a • XU •
French
Baptist
Hour
11:3012:00 a.m.
French
Catholic
Hour

11:30*
12:00 a.m.
Churchpoint
Baptist
Hour

12:3512:45 p.m.
Hews
Hews

Hews

Hews

Hews

Hews

12:451:20 p.m.
Austin
Fontenot
Show

4:55*
5:00 p.m.
Hews
Hews

News

News

News

News

6:15*
6:20 p.m.
Hews
Hews

News

News

News

News

Sun.
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Many national sponsors request their products to he

advertised in French on KS1O.

Among these advertisers are

Real-Kill, Falstaff, Stanback, and Dr. Tichenor.
If the station manager feels that the sponsor will

benefit, he suggests that the product be advertised in French.
The number of one minute spot commercials produced by KSI>0

remain the same as those aired in 1948.

50 each week.
French.

The average is 40 to

Three of the six announcers on the staff speak

Commercials are translated from English to French

while they are being broadcast.

All French shows.on station KSLQ have been very popu
lar.

Demand for them decreased somewhat when rock and roll'

became predominant.

However, the rural areas still wish to

hear French, and KSLO now finds a. large market in these dis

tricts.

A very unique opinion was given by John Wright,

program director, when he said that stations don’t realise
that teen-agers aren’t spending the money.

He believes that

area French markets will continue to exist, and that the

station will continue for some time to sell to these markets.
Station KMRC, Morgan City^
The sun-up to sun-down station, ORC in Morgan City,

has been heard since June of 1954*

At that time about 50 to

60 per cent of the audience were French listeners.

Since

^Farrell Bonner, Program Director, Radio Station

ORC, Morgan City, Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 12,
1958.
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that time the percentage has dropped to 30 or 40.

When the

station went on the air there was no French broadcasting.

It

was not begun until 1956.

.-The only program ever to appear on the KMRC program

log, and broadcast in French, was "The Old. Cajun,u which was

presided over by master of ceremonies Milton David from Ville
The program consisted of French band recordings and

Platte.

participating commercials in French.

Though the broadcast

received requests for particular musical selections and was
fairly popular, it left the air after seven months.

The

■

reason for discontinuance was not because of a lack of sponsorship, but because of the announcer leaving KMRC.

•sq

Many

station managers have expressed the opinion that it is dif

ficult to find a good announcer, much less a good French an
nouncer.

In the event that a French announcer who can speak

the particular patois of the area is not available, the sta
tion obviously cannot program French.

For this reason and

others French programming at station 23ff?O has decreased.

Only a few French commercials are scheduled each year.

The

station mokes no effort to sell French time but occasionally
has a request for it.

in French each year.

On the average three or four are done

The advertisements are one minute in

length, with an English tag.

French commercials could be

^Hadio station KMBC Program log for February 25, 1957*
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considered almost non-existent now.

French will completely

disappear soon fro® KMRC is the prediction of Farrall Bonner,

Program Director.
Station KOXD, Bouma40

Radio station KCX1 began broadcasting in 1950.

Cover

age is all of Terrebonne parish, an estimated 50,000 listen
ers.

Of these, 40 per cent would rather hear French, accord

ing to Mrs. Virginia Ryder, program director at KCII>,

Mrs.

Ryder further adds that there are many people in the KCIL

area who do not speak English at all.
Early in its broadcasting history, KCII» established a

lively and popular hour-long French program.

Galled simply

"The French Program,” the show, featuring local announcers,

has appeared on the SOIL schedule during the 5*00 to 6 s 00
p.m, weekday hour from 1950-1958.
heard from 5*00 to 7*00 p.m.

On Saturday, the show is

James Vice, owner of a local

radio salesman service, is the primary master of ceremonies.

E. J. Dugas, employee of the Porche Motor Company, reads the
French commercials.

The following is a time segment break

down of "The French Program."

From 5*00 to 5*15 p.m., French

recordings are played and French commercials are read.

occasion live French bands play.

On

The 5*15 to 5*20 p.m. peri

od is devoted to the news in French, sponsored by a French4
*

4°Mrs. Virginia Wade Ryder, Program Director, Radio
Station KCID, HoUma, louisiana, Personal Interview, June 10,
1958.
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coffee company of New Orleans.

The newscast contains area

and state news, and is directed to those who do not read or .
During the 5:20 to 6:00 p.m, segment many

write English*

area announcements are made.

Dedications for birthdays and

anniversaries and public service announcements, days of area ■

weddings, approaching fairs and other entertainments are

broadcast free of charge.
and English. ■

Hews is also given in both French

Sponsors .for this segment of the show are furni

ture stores, body and fonder works, coffee companies, jewelry
and department stores, and beer distributors.

The eight spots

within the show remain constant.

MThe French Baptist Hour,’* with the Heverend Lawrenco
Thibodeaux, also began in 1950.

It was live from the KCIL

studio during alternate months.

Broadcast time was Saturday

morning, 9:30 to 10:00.

Also a fortunate year for French broadcasting activity

was 1956.

Ivy Blanchard, the model dairy distributor, began

sponsorship of the ” Ivy Blanchard Show.”

Other advertisers

on this program have been Francis Vice, Texaco station spon
sor, and similar businesses in the area.

Show time is still

Sunday, 12:00 to liOO p.m., and a large studio audience

crowds KCII» during every broadcast.

Those still loving French

music assemble to hear live music by the Bayou Troubadours,
and to participate in the drawing for prises conducted by

Ivy Blanchard.

More information concerning the popular

Master of Ceremonies, Ivy Blanchard, and the audiences which
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assemble for weekly participation in his show appears in
Chapter VIII.41

Through April and lay, 1958, Bay Robinson, a local

Baptist minister, presided twice each week in a French Bap
tist broadcast on station KCIL.

The program, heard Wednesday

from 4:15 to 4:30 p.m. .and Saturday from 1:00'to 1:15 p.m.

left the air when Robinson moved away frost Houma.
It is of interest to note that Reverend Lawrence

Thibodeaux,-presiding-minister of the French Baptist.Hour, ■

was a K0I1 winner in NBC’s Most Beautiful Voice in America '
contest.

Reverend Thibodeaux won the award through his fas

cinating and colorful stories of the French people of the
Houma area.

At one time KCIL was,an NBC affiliate.

Monitor, week

end travel show on NBC, requested that KCIL furnish them with
a broadcast of a French country wedding.

A search was con

ducted for such a forthcoming occasion in the area.

But

despite the frequency of French weddings, an appropriate
broadcast was never made.

Needless to say, such an interest

by NBC reflects a desire by many people to investigate the
unique proceedings accompanying festive occasions and events

conducted by Louisiana’s French people.
It is of further interest to note that KCI1 signs off

41KCIL Program log of February 26, 1958, on June 10,
1958.
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the air each night with the playing of ‘’Bayou Baby" by Eddie

Arnold, a song containing many French lyrics and expressions.
Present French Schedule, (1958)

■

•W.

T,

M.

Th.

Sat.

F,

Sun.

9:3010:00 a.m.
French
Baptist
Hour
12:001:00 p.m.
Ivy
Blanchard
Show
5 : 00—
C.F.
6:00 p.m.
Cajun
Frolics

C.F,

C.F.

C.F.

There is no noticeable difference in the number of

French commercials in 1958 as compared to 1950.

Approximate

ly two of five advertisements in a package plan for one spon

sor are in French.

Many of the national accounts request

French commercials, and the station makes a policy of selling

them, if it is believed that French would increase the appeal
l

of a certain product.

Often spot announcements concerning

elections and voting and polling locations are carried in
Frenoh.

From previous interest in the KCIB area, it appears
that the future of French broadcasting at that station is

very bright.

city.

There is a steady influx of new people to the

But in addition to a consistent demand for French
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advertising, there is no television station in the parish* ’ Therefore ROIL continues to serve the needs of the popula

tion, news-wise, and will continue to program french as long

as the people want to hear it.
Station KLFT, Golden Meadow^
Radio station KIFT went on the air on November 4, 1955,

broadcasting at a power of 500 watts, which increased to 1,000
watts in August of 1957*

Only 40 per cent of 1958 listeners

are French, according to Earl Herron, station manager, as
compared to 60 per cent in 1955.

This decrease in percent

age of french listeners was brought about only through the
increased listening area of the station.

KLFT is a sunrise

to sunset station, broadcasting a minimum of five to seven

hours each day.

Approximately two hours of each day*s broad

casting is in French.
In November of 1955 began the first French broadcast

ing endeavor of KLFT.
and country music.

The program was a combination of French

"The Breakfast Club” was heard Monday

through Friday from 6:05- to 6:55 a.m*» after its initial ap

pearance on November 4, 1955.

Also on November 4, "Basic to Remember" made its debut.
This show featured popular French music and was heard weekdays

from 10:30 to 11:00

during the ten months it was on the4

42Earl Herron, 'Station Manager, Radio Station KLFT,
Golden Meadow, Louisiana, Personal Interview, June 13, 1958.
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air.

Among th® first of these French shows on KLFT was
"The French Baptist Hour,” which also began on November 4»

1955.

Dudley Bernard and the Southern Serenaders joined the

programming on November 6, 1955.

This French band show was

on the air until March 24, 1956, and was heard daily Monday
through Saturday, for one and one-half hours3 3
A local Baptist broadcast presided over by Reverend

Berkman Deville began on November 13, 1955.

It originated '

live in the KBIT studios, and is still heard in 1958 on Sun

days from 8:00 to 8:15 a.m3^
Paul Cormier, minister of the Full Gospel, began an

intermittent schedule of French broadcasting on November 8,

1955.

He was heard every Tuesday and Thursday for fifteen,

minutes, the time being increased to a half-hour on November

13, 1955.

The program ran until March 25, 1956.

It was re

sumed on April 6, 1956, during which time it was heard on

Friday.

The 25 minute show lasted until October 19, 1956.

Paul Cormier again appeared on KLFT, on a program which ran

nine times around April 9, 1957.

On April 28, 1957, he re

newed his Full Gospel activities on a thirty minute

43gari Herron, Manager, Radio Station KB FT, Golden
Meadow, Louisiana, Personal Letter, June 27, 1958.
^■^Affirmed by KLFT bookkeeping ledger, June 13, 1958.
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broadcast, lasting through January 26, 1958.

The current

Monday- through Friday, 5s45 to 6:00 p.n., schedule began Feb
ruary 3, 1958-45
’’The Home Demonstration Show” was originated February
11, 1956, and featured Mrs. Rea Gilbert, home demonstration
Her program, giving news in both French and English,

agent.

was heard oh Saturdays at 12:00.

■

The broadcast proved popu- ;

lar among French audiences and is still on the air.
The'first French-newscast on KLFT was heard on Feb- .
Iruary 20, 1956.

The five minute program vzas sponsored by: ;r

DeForche Radio and Television,, a retail television end radio.'.-,
company..
"Rendezvous avec Judy” with Judy Carpenter appeared on

ICLFT schedules from May, 1956, to May, 1957«

Sponsored by the

louisiana Power and light Company, the participating show,
featuring popular French music and women’s news was a highly

regarded program among area women, according to Earl Herron,
station manager.

Another addition to French programming was made on
October 6, 1957.

Bert Crosby, a minister speaking for no

particular denomination, broadcast from the studio.

His pro—

4.Tf*
gram is still heard on Sunday afternoon from 1:35 to 2:00.^
4
45Affirmed by K1FT bookkeeping ledgers, June 13, 1958.

4^Sarl Herron, Manager, Radio Station KLFT, Golden
Meadow, Louisiana, Personal letter, June 27, 1958.

firmed by KLFT bookkeeping ledger, June 13, 1958,

.
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"The Swap Shop" originated on June 1, 1958,

According

to the manager, a program was needed for the 12:00 hour.
there had-' been demands for free French advertising,

As

"The Swap

Shop,"'With no sponsor, was scheduled at that hour.

Dudley

Bernard, master of ceremonies, receives the same large re
sponse as does Alden Sonnier on station KSIG’s "Swap Shop" .

program.

' M,

Present French Programming Schedule (1958)
WhY
f.
Sat.
T.
. ■

B.C.
5:35S.N.
8?00 a*m.
Breakfast Club
(6:30-6:35 &
7:30-7:35 a.m.
Split News)

'

l.C*
S.N.

1.0.
S.N.

1.0.
S.N.

Sun.

B.C.

8:008:15 a.ia«
Baptist
(local)
9:009:30 a.Ei.
French
Baptist
Network

M.
9:009:05
Split News

S.N.

S.N.

S.N.

S.N,
9:309 s 35 a.nu
Split News

S,N.

S.N.

S.N.

S.N.

S.N.
11:0011:05 a.m.
Split News

S.N.

S,K*"

S.N.

S.N.

S.S.
12:0012:15 p.m.
Swap Shop

S.S.

S.S*

S.S*

S,N.
1:301:35 p.cu
Split News

S.N«

S.N.

S.N*

12:0012:15 P»m.
Home
demonstration
Show

S.N.
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Present French Programming Schedule (1958) (continued)
11.

I.

3:003:05 p~.m»
Split Hews

'

4:30S.I.
4:35 p.m.
Split Hews'

'

Sat.

w.

Th.

F.

S.H.

' S.K.

S.K.

S.H.

S.K.

,S.H.

'

5:45G.K.B.
6:00 p.m.
Good Hews
Broadcast
(Cormier)

• O.B.

G.N.B.

G.N.B.

6:00- •
N.I.F.
6:05-p.m.
Hews In
French •

I.I.F.

K.X.F.

M.I.F.

6:05B.M.
6:55 p,m.
Bayou
KelbdiSs ■

B.M.

B.JS.

B.M.

Sim.

Split newscasting is a very unique and recent feature

of KEPT.

The news given in English and French is read by

Watt Jelks and Dudley Bernard.

ing this method, see Chapter IT.

For further details describ

The program originated

April 14, 1958.

Dudley Bernard, station manager, is master of cere
monies on the show "Bayou Melodies."

He plays French band

recordings and does all commercials in French*

The broadcast

occupies the last scheduled hour of broadcast time, six to
seven, each weekday.

When the station went on the air in 1955, about fifty
French commercials were scheduled each day.

Earl Herron,
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general manager, attributes french to the capture oof numerous
sponsors.

These advertisements were of thirty seconds in

length, and not programmed during shows.

Station policy regu

lates that commercials be done just in french or just in Eng
lish.

It is believed that most of the audience is bi-lingual,

and that listeners tire of hearing the same information re
peated in both languages.

The KLFT staff suggests to a spon

sor that commercials be done in french if the product is for

sale locally.

One of five in a plan is usually in French. -

The average number of advertisements don© in French per day ■

is still around fifty.

A local supermarket does a great deal

of advertising in French, and claims excellent results.
Only one of the station* s five announcers, Dudley Ber
nard, speaks French.

The station claims to hay® always had

difficulty in locating good French speaking announcers,

Past

French announcers of KLFT have been E. d. Dugas, Houma; Bobby

Curole, Cutoff; and Jerry Chatagnier, Houma.
The French language has a strong grip on the Golden

Meadow area,

Although the station is growing to cater to

national and state advertisers, local French sponsors will re
quest commercials in the native language for .many years to

come.
S tati on KHOF, Abb evill
Hadio station SHOP, Abbeville, broadcasts on a

^Albert L. Capuder, Staff Announcer, Hadio Station
KHOF, Abbeville, Louisiana, Personal Letter, April, 1957*
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frequency of 960 kilocycles, at a power of 1,000 daytime watte.
Information pertaining to KROF’s 1958 French programming w&3

However, the following programming in effect as

inaccessible.

of April, 1957, is available.

It is assumed that French

broadcasting, with perhaps a few■ exceptions, has not undergone

too much of a change at KROF.

.

1957 French Broadcasting Schedule
' '***
Sat.
' Th.
-T. . ~

Sun.

F.N.

7:00F.H.
7:05 a.m.
French News

F.N,

F.N.

F.N.

9:00F.B.B.
9:55 a.m.
Fais do-do

F.B.B.

F.B.B.

F.D.B.

9:55F.N»
10:00 a.m.
French Hews

F.N,

F.N.

F.N.

F.N.

F.H*

F.N.

F.N.

11:00- '
11:30. a.m.
Catholic
Hour
11:3012:00 a..a.
French
Baptist

12:00F.N.
12:15 p.m.
French Hews

F.N.

18 302:00 p.m.
Wade 0.
Martin
4:004:30 p.m.
Vermilion
Tabernacle

The ”Fais Bo-don program is recorded French music of
Cajun or Folk variety.

All of the commercials done on this
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show are in French.

Saturday morning is broadcast time for the “French

The program presents music and talks which are de

Club.”

signed to promote and perpetuate French culture in Southwest

Louisiana. ' It is unique in that it is one of the few variety
or discussion programs in French.

' Baring most' of the time XROF has been on the air, the

Secretary of State, -Wade 0. Martin, Jr«, has broadcast a
half-hour Louisiana'news program.

Political figures in Ver

milion Parish appear on this program.

Wen though candidates

do not speak French, they manage at least to add a French
blurb to a platform given in English.

Of all commercials

broadcast in any given day, roughly no less than five per
cent, nox* more than ten per cent, are done in French.

French

advertisements 'have remained fairly constant in average
throughout station OOP’s years of broadcasting.

SUMMARY

Information presented in Chapter III concerning the
nature of all French programming establishes the fact that
almost all French broadcasting falls roughly into one of

three categories:

French music, newscasting, and broadcast

ing of religious materials.
A graphic distribution of the total amount of hours
broadcast by each station, in 1958, is given by Table V,
page 83.

Columns list numbers of hours in music, news,
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religious, and miscellaneous broadcasting done by each Sta
tion.

The total French broadoasting hours of each station is

found in the column on the right*

Totals at the bottom of the

table represent the number of hours, broadcast totally in the

four 'areas designated by the' table.

The music field has the ■

largest weekly time allotment, with a total of 64 hours and

eight minutes.

The station, now programing the most French

is KLFT, ’Golden Meadow, with an overall 19 hours' and 20 min- '

utes.

In its final analysis,■ Table V shows that the time-.,

scheduled weekly to French broadcasting in Louisiana is 98

hours and 30' minutes, divided among 18 stations.
tions are:

These sta

KSIG, Crowley; KREH, Oakdale; KAPB, Marksville;

niC, Lake Charles; KVPI, Ville Platte; KJEF, Jennings; KVIM,
Hew Iberia; KPEL, Lafayette; KVOL, Lafayette; KEUH, Eunice;

KSLO, Opelousas; SOIL, Houma; KLFT, Golden Meadow; and KROF,
Abbeville.
cials.

Four of the stations program only spot commer

They are KAOK, Lake Charles; KTIB, Thibodeaux; KALB,

Alexandria; and KMRC, Morgan City.

Of the 21 stations orig

inally broadcasting in French, two have completely discon
tinued all French activity.

Hew Iberia.

They are KIKS, Sulphur, and KAKE,

Station KMLB no longer exists.

This decrease in French broadcasting activity does not
affect the coverage area described by the remaining 18 stations

that do broadcast in French.

Station KIKS, located in Sulphur,

is now covered by KPLC in Lake Charles.

Station KANE’s listen

ing area in Hew Iberia is covered by KVIM, also in Hew Iberia.
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table v
BREAKDOWN or FRENCH HADIO BROADCASTING
'HODRS, WEEKLY, (1958)
Station,
Location

Hews

KSXG '■■■■'
(Crowley)

' 2 H.
25 M,-

KREH
(Oakdale)

Religious
Material

Music

Miscellaneous

Total

- 45 M*

' 1 H.

1 H.

11 H
10 M.
15 M.

15 M*

KMLB
(terksville) ‘

(Off the Air)

. 4 H*
OHB ■ .
50 M»
25 M.
(Marksville)10 M.

5 H.
25 ®.

KAOK
(lake Charles) (Only Spots)
KPLC
(Lake Charles)

KIKS
(Sulphur)

:k.

30 ®. -

3 H.

3 H.
30 M.

(Discontinued French)

mx
2 H.
(Ville Platte)30 ®.

IK.

3 H.
15 ®<

6 H.
45 ®.

OEF
(Jennings)

1 H»

6 H,
30 ®.

7 H»
30 M.

KAKE
(New Iberia)

(Discontinued French)

KVI®
(New Iberia)

15 M.

KPEL
(Lafayette)

50 M»

15 ®.
.30 M.

2 H.

30 ®*

KVOL
(Lafayette)

1 H.
30 ®.

KTIB
(Thibodeaux)

(Only Spots)

OLD
(Alexandria)

(Only Spots)

KEUN
(Eunice)

1 H.
30 ®.

1 H. ■
15 ®.

1 H.
20 ®.

5 H.
10 ®a

7 H.
55 M.
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TABtE V (continued)
station,
Location ■

KSLO

'

• .

'

Religlou.&
■ Metiirisl .

Hews

• .

ia.-'

' 3 H.

Susie

12 a.

Miscellaneous Total
35 M.

(OpOlOWMSS.)
rnc
(Morgan Oily)
Kon>'
■
(Houma!

(only Spots)

’

OOP
.
(aWU1
mA

.

30 x. ’

4 !U ’
BM
.
(Mta. m&wjio M. .

'

2 H.

' t) H.
30 IL

6 Hi
-

11' H.
40 M.

1 I.
30 15.

1 H.
45 M.

■
-

. -1 a.
30 M*

4- I.
35 M.

30'M.

18 H.
15 M.

UH.
■

55.X,

64 n.
8 I*

3 K.
35 Mi.

(fie hoars, M « sdmtea)

' 18 fi.
15

19 B.
20
8 fi.
20 Lt.
98 H.
30- Kr
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Station KASB covers the area that was defined by station
OXB, both stations in larksvill'e.
,

Figure 2, page 24, des-

.

I'

cribing the location of. radio -stations, with regard to French,

population areas, remains accurate - al though three stations

represented there no longer broadcast in Trench.

Figure 2

points to -an'excellent French radio coverage of the very
heavily populated French areas of the state.

Although .French broadcasting has decreased in volume
at some stations, it .is still'in demand at others. ■ The de

crease has'come about■through station policy, as in the case
of station KAME, Mew. Iberia, and through a decrease in spon
sor demand.

However, at KSLO, Opelousas; KLFT, Golden Meadox?;

KSIG, Crowley; KEUH, Eunice; and KJEF, Jennings, schedules

are well saturated with French shows and advertisements.

■

Salesmen from, these stations will suggest to a sponsor that
a commercial be in French if they think it will prove bene

However, in most cases the sponsor himself requests

ficial.

that French be used.

Good commercial results in the past

have prompted this situation.

Sponsors of various French advertisements during the

past 24 years fall into similar categories.

They are, for

the most part* farm. implement and supply stores, feed stores,
grocery stores, gas stations, bug killers, beer retailers,

department stores, and bars and nightclubs.

The tendency

seems to fall to small local businesses, 'in the smaller com
munities.

Very little advertising is done in French in
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Louisiana for any national sponsors.

Occasionally a national

sponsor will request that his product be advertised in French.

It has been difficult to find good French announcers.
Host station managers expressed•the opinion that a really
fine English announcer is rare; even rarer are effective an

nouncers who speak French.

In most cases, stations employ

only one staff announcer who speaks French.

But at station

KGIL, Houma, and ICVFI, Ville Platte, almost every announcer •

speaks Ih’ench.

This had contributed to a great variety in

■

French programming in both of these stations, utilising the

talents available.

.

At almost every station, the French an

nouncer is a local man, or is from a nearby community.

This

is wise planning, for, as previously mentioned, an announcer
speaking one French patois is not readily understood in an

other area by those speaking another patois.

Many programs

feature French talent that is not on the station staff.

Often prominent French speaking men in the community broad
cast the news, make transcriptions of French commercials, or

serve each week as master of ceremonies on a French music
program.

The popularity of these men in the community helps

to create an additional interest in the program.
Although French radio broadcasting is increasing at

some radio stations, in its entirety it is decreasing,

now, the rate of decrease is slow.

Bi^it

But through a gradual in

flux of English speaking people to the area, and a general

lessening of French cultural traits in Louisiana, French

radio broadcasting will completely disappear.

Most radio

station managers predict that French broadcasting will re
main an integral part of Louisiana. radio programming ■ for at

least another ten years.

This estimate of course varies in

different sections of the state»

CHAPTER IV
FRENCH NEWSCASTS

Hews broadcasting has taken its place in the top

three areas of French programming in Louisiana radio stations.

A weekly total of 18 hours and 15 minutes given to news places
it as the second highest area of programming.

French newscasting began approximately in 1943t with
the origin of the Louisiana Hadacol Network.

Acknowledged

originator of the French newscast is Dudley Joseph LeBlanc,

who used radio as a facility to promote one of the most famed
patent medicines of all time, Hadacol,
LeBlanc was born August 16, 1894, in Youngsville, Lou
He now resides with his wife in Abbeville, Louisiana,

isiana.

and has six children.

LeBlanc graduated from Southwestern

Louisiana Institute at Lafayette, Louisiana, then entered

business as an insurance salesman.

He was not to remain in

this capacity, and soon made his way to success and to a small
fortune.

1

His first independent business project was the selling

■^Dudley J. LeBlanc, Four-Pao Publicity Manager, Lafay
ette, Louisiana, Personal Interview, August 28, 1958.
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of Happy-Bay Headache Powder-

From. thia interest, and from a

personal desire to learn about beneficial minerals, he com
pounded a mixture which increased his own energy and vitality.

He then placed this product on the market, and founded the-.'
Hadacol Corporation.

The exact -date is .not available, but

the founding probably took place in 1943-

Hover had a product received the tremendous statewide

publicity -that Hadacol did.
used.

Among other mediums, radio was

Hadacol radio advertising marked the beginning of

French news broadcasting in Louisiana.
In 1943, LeBlanc organised a 16 station network, over
which he broadcast one-half hour of news each week.

The .

broadcasts were always one-half in English and one-half in
French.

leBlanc chose to include French, as he knew a great

many of his listeners spoke French, and he wished to appeal
to them personally.

In addition to reporting local, state,

and world news, he broadcast Hadacol commercials that he had
taped both in French and in English.

These commercials were

in the form of testimonials given by users of the product,

proclaiming results that they had gotten by its use.

I/eBlanc

stated that testimonials were obtained by means of one of the

first wire recorders in this area.

o
fcLeBlanc bought much printed advertising, organized
Hadacol caravans, bringing top ranking film stars into the
state, and used radio facilities to appeal to the public.
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By 1950$ 24 million dollars had been spent on the prod

uct by delighted users, partial proof that L^Blane’s French

newscasts were well 'followed*-

Further -proof ere the hundreds

of testimonials received by leBlanc in the mail, with the
writer’s request that they be read on'.'the air.

In' 1951 LeBlanc .sold the Hadacol business and stopped

French broadcasting with the purpose of retiring.

But in

1953 he again made history with Kary-On, -still another of his

patent medicines.

He also resumed 30 minute French news

broadcasting, with the same 16 stations that publicized Hada-

col.

Crowded with other business and political chores, le-

Blanc*s schedule became so tight that he discontinued French
broadcasting.

-

Gradually stations found local sponsors for newscasts,
and the idea of French newscasts proved successful.

At the

present time eight of the eighteen stations broadcasting in
French have French news broadcasts.

Table V reveals a total

of 18 hours and 15 minutes broadcast weekly in the French
news area.

Almost all news programs contain a mixture of local,
state, regional, national, and international news.

Many sta

tions that do not usually broadcast the news in French carry

emergency items in French, as weather or hurricane warnings.
Regardless of the scope of the news, the preference of

the French people as to type of news, is the ’’freakish story,”
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according to Alden Sonnier, 'French newscaster at KSIG, Crow
ley.

jje further explained this statement by indicating that

the french prefer to hear the type of thing that makes good

conversation among neighbors.

In this category fall local

tragedies, obituaries, and human interest stories of the
type that appear in the hometown newspaper.

The following

news item is typical of the type of story broadcast in French

by Alden Sonnier.

Sonnier used it during 1958.

Fernand Melancon, un Jeune homme de 17 ans, s’a fait
noyer dans le Bayou LaFource au pres de la ville de
Thibodeaux ••■Jeudi-. apres-midi, I-’accident a arriver a ■
3:10 tandis que Jeune Melancon se baigner avec un ami
Harold;Zeringue, aussi de■ Thibodeaux< Zeringue a dit
que, d*apred lue, Melaneon avait devenu large apeupres
dans le miller 4u bayou et qu’il avait:-Uppeller pour
de l’aide, mais qu’il etait incapable dbf le sauver. les
police et firmen de Thibodeaux ont Denver le corps
apeupres 4 heures de i*apres*midi.
The English translation follows:

Fernand Melancon, Jr., 17, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fer
nand Melancon, Sr., of 707 Arms St., drowned in Bayou
Lafourche within the city limits here Thursday. The
accident occurred about 3:10 p*m. while young Melancon
was swimming with a companion, Harold Zeringue, 16, of
103 Lawrence Avenue.
Zeringue said that Melancon may
have tired in the, middle of the bayou. Melancon called
out for help, but Zeringue was unable to save him,
Police and firemen were called to the scene. The body
was recovered at about 4 p*m» by LaFourche Parish depu
ties and city police.4
Tendencies of stations to broadcast more local news

^Alden Sonnier, French Announcer, Hadio Station KSIG,

Crowley, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 28, 1958.
^Translated by Alden Sonnier, ibid.
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than state or national, suggest that it is the favorite of

the French audiences.

*The Kaplan Hews,n broadcast by Alden

Sonnier over KSIG, Crowley, is composed of local weddings and

birth announcements among other stories of local interest,
and seems to bear .out that fact. ' Various station managers '
have confirmed an interest in local news by their own station

listeners.
Almost all French newscasts are prepared much the same

as regular English newscasts.- Hews reports are taken from

the local newspaper, from JU? wire services, or reported by
local persons.

The announcer usually does not prepare a

French translation of the news items.

He takes the items

•

written in English to the microphone and translates them into

French while he is on the air.^

Of course, the announcer is

selective in choosing his material, and selects only those

stories which he believes will, interest his French listeners.

The only station having a news, program which differs from a
French news and commercial combination is KLFT, Golden Meadow.
On April 14, 1958, station K1FT began a unique news

feature.

H. Earl Herron, general manager, originated the

split newscast#

The idea of the split newscast is to have

the news relayed both in French and in English*

On a trial

basis, 16 newscasts per day were done during the months of

^Description from the writer's observations while at
the following radio stations:
ville? KSIG, Crowley.

KIEF, Jennings; KAPB, Marks
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April and Kay.

It was then decided that 16 broadcasts were

too many, and the number was cut to eight.

The broadcasts '

are now five minutes in length and are heard Monday through

Watt Jelk® handles English, and Dudley Bernard French

Friday.

during all eight newscasts.

■ The format of the program is as follows.

Jelks opens

th® program with the weather forecast; then he reads a com

mercial and the new,

This lasts .two and one-half minutes.

Then he says, “Here- 'is- Dudley Bernard with the ’’Hews in ■

French.”

After Bernard reads the news, he gives a commercial,

and concludes with the weather report.

The idea of split news

broadcasting has been.accepted very well, and has enabled K1FT
to keep French as well as English listeners.
Response by listeners to ’’The Kaplan hews” in French is
also good.

Alden Sonnier stated that KSIG*s Kaplan news re

porter is sc ’’swamped” with residents wishing to broadcast
news of any local event, regardless of its significance, that

a strict line had to be dravm.

broadcast news of a baby shower.
viously impossible.'

Some listeners even wish to

Such detail in news is ob-

For further information regarding the

success of French newscasting in reaching French audiences
and in serving of commercial value see Chapter VIII, Audience

^Dudley Bernard, Manager and announcer, Radio Station
KDFT, Golden Meadow, Louisiana, Personal letter, July 16, 1958.

7'Alden Sonnier, op. oit.
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Response.

The following is a list of' French newscasters and the

stations over which they broadcast*

Willie Bordelon reports

the news in French on ”The Cajun Hour" over KAPB, Marksville.
For that reason, his newscasting is not listed on the KAHB

schedule as a news program.

Also listed are- the birthplaces ’

or -comunities- considered to be hometowns by the French an- ■

nouncers. ■

Station

..

Announcer

Birthplace in La.

KSIG, Crowley

Alden Sonnier

Church Point

KAI®, Marksville

Willie Bordelon

Church Point

KOT, Ville Platte

Chris Buplechin
Floyd Soileau
James Donald Soileau

Ville Platte
Ville Platte
Ville Platte

KPEL, Lafayette

Garland Bolin

St. Martinville

KVOL, Lafayette

Bertrand DeBlanc

St. Martinville

KEUN, Eunice

Houston LeJeune

Church Point

KSLO, Opelousas

Bene Fontenot

Opelousas

KCIL, Houma

Janes Vice
E. J. Dugas

Houma
Houma

KLFT, Golden
Meadow

Dudley Bernard

Golden Meadow

An interview with Alden Sonnier of KSIG, Crowley, has

been used as a basis for much information presented in this
chapter.

The writer and many station managers and personal!

ties throughout Southwest Louisiana recognize him as one of

the most outstanding French newscasters in the state.

He is
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not only one of the best, but also one of the first, ana one

of the most prolific*

Sonnier is pictured, on page 96 during

one of-the ZSIG french news broadcasts* .

96,

FIGURE 3

ALDEN SONNIER AT KSIG NEWSDESK

CHARTER V

RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING IK FRENCH

One of the factors contributing to th® strongly rooted

culture found in South Louisiana has been the intense religious
conviction of its people.

Chapter V introduces the two major

religious networks which broadcast religious materials over 17

stations in the state and gives a brief exposition of the

amount of broadcasting done and the materials used.
A total of 11 hours and 55 minutes weekly is devoted

to religious broadcasts in 14 of the 21 stations examined by

this study.

The only stations not programming in this area

of broadcasting are those who now restrict their french to
commercial spots.

Religious material is the only area of the

three—religious, news, and music broadcasting —that is pro

grammed by every station now broadcasting actual shows in
French.

Station KXFT, Golden Keadow, devotes more time than

any other station with two hours each week scheduled by
various religious faiths*
An investigation of the stations on which these pro

grams are heard revealed that french Baptist and french
Catholic faiths represent most of the broadcasting.
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"The
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French Baptist Hour” and "The French Catholic Hour” ore net-*
work programs broadcast over seventeen overlapping stations.

Other than network broadcasting, twelve French religious pro
grams have been on the air over various Louisiana stations.

Eleven of these programs are still being broadcast.

All ex

cept six of the broadcasts are made by French Baptist and

Catholic clergy.

The six broadcasts that are not Baptist or

Catholic are represented by four other faiths.

These faiths

are The Church of Christ, 'the Christian Church, the Gospel

faith, and the Full Gospel Church.
all programs is given below.

Information concerning

Included in the listing are

program names, presiding clergy, and time and date of broad

casts.

The origins of broadcasts are also included.

KSIG, Crowley

Church of Christ, Remi Duhon
Monday 11:00-11:15 a.m., live from studio

KAPB, Marksville

Catholic Morning Meditation
Father Bordelon
Monday7:15-7:25 a.m*, live in studio

local Baptist, Roy Ramon
Saturday 7:30-7:45 a.m., Live or tape
KREH, Oakdale

First Baptist Church in Oberlin
Claude Fontenot
Sunday 2:30-2:45 p.m., Live in studio

KVPI, Ville Platte

Christian Church of Mamou, Reverend Newman
(Went off air June 12, 1958)
Saturday, 10:00-12:30 p.m., Live from
studio

KJEF, Jennings

Church of Christ, Sunday 8:45-9:00 a.m.,
Live or tape
French Full Gospel, Sunday 8:30-8:45 a.m.,
Taped at Church
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Luther Pdce French Baptist Program
Reverend Eddie Savoie
■Wednesday and Saturday 11:30-11:45 a.m.,
Live from studio
KSLO, Opelousas

Church Point Baptist Hour
■Reverend Aguillard ' ■
'
Wednesday 11:30-12:00 a.m., Live from
studio

KLPT, Golden Meadow

Local Baptist Program
Reverend Berkman Deville
Sunday 8:00-8:15 a.m«, Live from studio

■

Pull Gospel, Paul Cormier
Friday 5:45*6:00 p.m., Live from studio

Gospel in French, Bert Crosby
Sunday 1:35-^00 p.m., Live from studio
According to station managers almost all the local churches
listed here finance their own programs.

Stations do not make

a practice of donating time for French religious broadcasting.
THE KENCH BAPTIST HOUR1

Broadcasting the Gospel in the French language is one

of the finest missionary ventures of Louisiana Baptists.

Al

though the majority of the French people in the state under

stand and speak some English, there are many thousands who

cannot do so.

Most of these will not enter a non-Catholic

church and will not hear the story of Christ in any other way
except over their radios.

The French Baptist was originated

to reach these people.

1

Reverend Carl E. Conrad, Director of "The French Bap
tist Hour,** Personal Interview, June 19, 1958, Alexandria,
Louisiana.
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By means of tape recordings and relaying telephone

lines* a French Gospel service is broadcast for thirty minutes
every week over thirteen stations in south Louisiana at a cost

of $16,000 per year to Louisiana Baptists*

Three thousand

dollars of this amount is given by the Woman’s Missionary
Union,

This annual budget pays for air time, telephone lines,

and speaker’s travel expenses.

These 13 stations are outlined

by Figure 3» page 101*
The network has been in operation for approximately

eight years, end is supervised by.the Reverend Carl E. Conrad
of Ville Platte, Louisiana.

His office is located in the

Baptist Building in Alexandria, Louisiana.
is pictured on page 111*

Reverend Conrad

Presently speaking on ’’The French

Baptist Hour” in a rotation system ar© the following Louisi

ana Baptist ministerss

Reverend Lawrence Thibodeaux, Gray;

Reverend Berkman LeVille, Golden Meadow; Reverend Amadie

Janies, Lafayette; Reverend Roy Regiont, Moreauville; and

Reverend Theo Cormier, Chataignier*

o

At the present time,

a system of expansion is being planned in which there will
be one permanently broadcasting minister.

The following is

an exact copy of "The French Baptist Hour” time format.

^Reverend Carl E. Conrad, Director, "The French Bap

tist Hour," Personal Letter, July 10, 1958.
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Brengh Baptist Hour format

I, Opening«

7 Minutes

'

'

■

1. Open with recorded theme song* "Wat A Priend,tt and

■

allow one entire verse-to play.

-

2. At beginning of second verse, fade music in background.

Announce: . wThe Breach Baptist Hour—*L’Heure Baptiste
en Brancais—Tvith your speaker Reverend Theo Cormier
of Ville Platte.

This program comes to you every

Tuesday at 11:00 o’clock over this station . . .
^our, nos amice frannals.

'Bon

Hous sownes content d’etre

avec vous encore par le radio.

Ecoutes chaque mardi

£ onze heurea et invites vos amies d’entendre aubsi.”
3. ’’Wintenant un Cantique."

Play an entire song (or, as

much as desired.)
4* Announce:

"Tout nos ^coutenrs qui voulaient une Bible

peuvent avoir une, et elle couteras pas rien.

Ecrivez

une lettre a fr^re Theo Cormier a la Ville Platte,
autrement < le Baptist Hour a la radio station que
vous 4coutes * . . en co moment, un cantique(or,

des cantiques”)
IX. Sermon.

Play entire song or songs.

22 Minutes

1. Announce:

"Maintenant/ votre parlour, votre parteur,

frdre Coraler."
2. Cormier comes on, makes necessary announcements, leads
in prayer, reads scripture and preaches the sermon.
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III. Closing.

1 Minute

1. Play song. . After 5 seconds, fade it into background.

Announce:

"You have heard ’’The French Baptist Hour”

with Reverend Theo Cormier as th© speaker.

Listen

again.next Tuesday for another program over this sta■

tion.

Until then, adieu.' Music continues until the

time is up.

■

This format is used, of course, with certain modifications

for a change in speaker and time of broadcast.

The hymns mentioned above are all recorded.

Many have

been made by taping the Southwestern Louisiana Institute

chorus.

Others have been recorded with the voices of local

singers, in the KVOL studio in Lafayette.

At the present

time, twenty-four hymns actually sung in the french language
have been recorded for use on "The French Baptist Hour.”
They are:

"Jesus Est Au Milieu," "I Heed Thee Every Hour,”

"Quelle Beau Hon,” ’’Let the Lower Lights Be Burning,” "Book

of Ages," "The Kame of Jesus," "Jesus Baid It All," "Just As
I Am," "What A Friend," "Bring Them In,” "Majestic Sweetness,”

"The Great Physician,” "Veulee Vous Venire," "Bevien, Hevien,”
"Mon Amer Est Libere,” "Meet Me There,” "Voice of Jesus,"
"Calling Today," "How Beautiful Heaven Must Be," "Sweet By

and By,” "For You I Am Praying," and "Paas Me Kot."

The

actual singing of the hymns in French churches is accomplished

by the use of hymnals printed in French.

One of the most
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outstanding of these is Chants de Victoire or Chants of Victory*

Nothing is contained within the hymnal but the actual stansas
written in French.

The melodies are familiar to the congrega

tions, and the music is not included in the hymnal.

selections are identified simply by number.

Individual

One of the most

familiar hymns is a French version of "What A Friend, ”

Found

on page 51 of Chants de Victoire, the lyrics read;
1»

Pr^cieux J^sus, 3® t’aime,
Remplis-moi de ton amour j
Je te donne mon coeur m&ne.
Accepte-lo sans retour.

2.

Prende pour toi, Sauveur aimable,
Tout mon coeur, mes volont6s;
Que ton Esprit adorable
Remplisse mes faculty.

3.

J’avance ma main sans crainte
Pour sais ton vetrementj
De toi sort la vertu sainte
Qui gudrit entir&aent.

CHAEUR

SEIGKEUR JESUS, 0 MOK SAUVEUR,
SOIS DE TRESOR DE MOK COEUR.3
An English translation is as follows:
1.

Precious Jesus I love you.
Fill me with your love.
I give you all my heart,
Accept it with little retour.

2.

Take for yourself lovable Saviour
All my heart, my will
May your adorable spirit fill all of my faculties.

^Chants de Vjctoire (Imprimerie Delachaux et Kiestld
S.A., KeuchatelTSuisse), p♦ 51.
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3.

I extend my hand without fear
To touch your garments from you proceeds
Holy virtue which heals me entirely.
CHORUS

SAVIOUR JESUS* OH KX SAVIOUR
BE THE TREASURE OF M HEART
SAVIOUR'JESUS* OH MV SAVIOUR
BE THE TREASURE OF MX HEART.
In addition to„the many conversions made by hearing

French preaching over the radio, the success of the program
is evidenced by the 'large mount of mail received by Reverend
He estimateb that 100,000 persons from all sections
/
of Southwest Louisiana listen to the various broadcasts. On

Conrad.

many occasions speakers on “The French Baptist Hour" have ■
asked listeners to write for free religious material printed

-in French.

Many letters have been received.

Copies of hym

nals, books of the Protestant Bible, and various other bulle
tins are mailed to those requesting them.

One of the books of

the Bible often' requested is the. Book of St. John or Saint
Jean, containing the familiar John 3s 16.

However, if one

translated literally what was written in French within the
book, he would notice a change in word selection, but not in

connotation.

From -the book of Saint Jean comes the following

text of John 3516-18.
CWITRE III

16. Car Bleu a tenement aim6 le monde, qu*il a donne
son Fils unique, afin que quioonque croit en lue ne
pirisse point, male qu’il ait la vie etemelle.

17* Car Bleu n’a point envoys son Fils dans le monde
pour juger le monde, male afin que le monde soit sauv<§
par lui.
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18. Celue qui croit en lui n’est point jugd, sals
celue qui ne croit point est deja juge. parce qu’il n*a
pas era au nom du Pile unique de Bien.*
A literal translation of the above into English follows:
CHAPTER XII

16. Because God has loved the world, he has given
his son so that we may believe in him eternally.
17. God has not sent his son to judge the world, but
that they nay be saved by him.

18.
Those who believe in him are not judged, but those
who do not believe In him are already judged because they
have not believed in the Son of God.

According to Reverend Conrad, "The french Baptist Hour15
has succeeded in opening a wedge in Louisiana where Baptists
have never before entered.

THE EREHCH CATHOLIC HOUR5

"The french Catholic Hour® began in the early months

of 1954, and is now composed of a four station network.

The

network, originating from KSLO in Opelousas on Monday from
11:30 to 12:00 a.m., is broadcast on KSLOj KVPI, Ville Platte;
KROP, Abbeville; and KJEP, leanings.

"The french Catholic Hour" is the responsibility of
father Marcel Maurie, pastor of St. Peter1© Catholic Church

in Lawtell, Louisiana,

father Maurie is pictured on page 111.

^Saint lean, Paris, Reu Be Clichy (Great Britain: 1942),
p. 172.
’
~~

^father Marcel Maurie, Pastor, St. Peter’s Catholic
Church, Lawtell, Louisiana, Personal Interview, July 21, 1958.
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He is one of the few priests in Louisiana now who was born in
France.

His birthdate and place:

1908, in Hormandy, France.

In 1932 his work brought him to Northern Canada and British
Columbia and the Canadian- Yukon.

Where he remained until

1949 j- when he requested an appointment in south Louisiana
where he could also serve parishioners speaking his native

tongue.
He was assigned to a Catholic Church in Banice, Louiei-

ana, where he served for one year.
also in Louisiana.

His next appointment was

He was sent to Cow Island, where he re-:

sained for five years; and then in 1955? to Lawtell.

He is

now in the process of constructing a new sanctuary there,
which he estimates to be completed by the ewer of 1959.

■ In

addition to his many clerical responsibilities, he also super

vises the operation of ”fhe French Catholic Hour.”
Father Kaurio stated that the program was founded in
1954 to spread the Catholic doctrine by radio among the French

speaking areas of South Louisiana.

At the present time the

program is broadcast by means of telephone lines from Galves

ton, and is operated at a cost of $5,000 per year to the
Lafayette, Louisiana, Diocese.

In addition to a general $100

operational fee each month, telephone lines for each weekly

broadcast are an expense of $17 to Opelousas, $12 to Ville
Platte, $17 to Penning®, and 118.50 to Abbeville.

Father

Maurie is the only speaker to deliver sermons on the broad-
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cast.

However, when other duties prevent him from appearing,

he is replaced by either Father Bud Labbe of the Cecilia,

Louisiana, Catholic Church, or by Father Sigur, Chaplain of
the Catholic Student Center at Southwestern Louisiana Insti
tute, or by Father Fred Gaudet, of Leonville, Louisiana.

Father Kauris still speaks Parisienne French, but he has of -

course .adopted certain' French localisms*
The actual format of "The French' Catholic Hour” is as
follows.

The program. is both opened and closed by the play

ing of the French theme, "Hous Voubons Lieu Dans Hos Families,"
translated "We Want God In Our Home.”

given in French by .Father Maurie.
from the Catholic Fi’Onch Bible.

The sermon is then

On occasion a text is read
Catholic chants recorded in

France are often played during the program.

Selections in

Father Maurices record library include "Les Tables, and
Psaumes," translated "The Tables and Psalms,” which are choral
interpretations of the Ten Commandments and the Book of
Sung by Les Petits Chanteurs de Chaillot, the music

Psalms.

was written by Joseph Gelineau under the direction of Cesar

Geoffrey.

Artists performing are all French native talent.

The success of the "French Catholic Hour" is affirmed

by many faithful listeners throughout the areas reached by
the four-station network.

During one Christmas season 250

letters were received asking for booklets and Hosaries of
fered by the program.

Literature, including the Catholic
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Mass in: French, is- dispersed throughout the French areas.

'■

The Catholic-Mass is'included is a swell paper-backed Volume

entitled gon Premier Vendredi du Bole, or By First Friday of ■

The Mass heed-throughout Catholic churches ■ every

the Month.

where is designed'for-those receiving Communion on the First
Friday of each- month. . The following is the familiar text of

a- prayer frequently used in broadcasts and contained in the
Mass, Psawe'42:1-5,--and is a response to the Latin'spoken -

by the Priest, also--printed in the- text.
juges-moi, mon Bleu, et sdpares ma cause de cells des
inpies; delivres-moi de l’home in,juste ©t trompeur.

. ■

Oar vous ttes ma force, S mon Lieu. Mais pourquo! me ■
ropoussegvous et pourquoi suis-je triste, tandis que
1’ennemi n’attaque?

*

It je ei approcherai de l*autel de Dieu, de lieu lui-mtme,
joie de ma j©unease.®
The English translation is given below:

Judge me 0 Lord and separate me from impiety,
and teach me not to be unjust.

Because you are my support 0 God I
sad when the enemy attacks we?

But why am I still

Give me your light end your truth.
It will conduct mo
to the saintly mountains where you live.

Chapter V has discussed the broadcasting of religious
materials in the French language.

It was pointed, out that a

total of 11 hours and 55 minutes are devoted to that activity

g
Mon Premier Vendredi du Mgie (Le Centre Catholique
de 1 ♦University1 d^Cttawaf Ottawa, 'Canada), p. 2.
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weekly over 14 of the stations investigated by this study.
By far the most active organisations broadcasting are "The

French Catholic Hour” and ’’The French Baptist Hour,” whose
programs are heard over. 17 ■ overlapping .stations throughout
South Louisiana.

These two networks are missionary ventures

of the Baptist and the Catholic Churches.

Eleven local re- ■

ligious programs are also broadcast each week in French.
Network as well as. local programs generally contain a sermon

in French, a. scripture or Kass in French, and recorded French

hymns or chants.

Many religious conversions and much response

by mail have proved these broadcasts to be very well accepted
by the religiously inclined French people of the state.
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FIGURE 5

FATHER MARCEL MAURIE, "FRENCH CATHOLIC HOUR;"
AND (BELOW) REVEREND CARL E. CONRAD, "FRENCH BAPTIST HOUR"

CHAPTER VI

fwtch music frogfawutg
Music is one of the most fascinating and by 'far the
largest .area of French programing today.

Chapter VI gives

•

descriptions of the types of music that are popular among the

french in Louisiana, and determines the amount that is broad
cast over various radio programs.

A discussion of French

bands, recordings, disc jockeys, and variety programs is also
included.
Xf Louisiana had no recorded history, much of it- could

be traced by the still flourishing folk songs, music, dances,
legends, traditional customs, superstitions and other lore
handed down traditionally from one generation to the next by

its people of varied cultural backgrounds.1
In Louisiana French Folk Songs, a collection of the

folk songs of Louisiana, Irene Whitfield has established the
following general sources of origin of folk musics

(1) Most

of the Louisiana French songs are directly from France and

have much in common with Canadian-French folklore; (2) The

1 Sarah Gertrude Knott, Viltis "Hope,” Louisiana Folk
lore, (Summer, 1955), p. 8.
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they were developed as the people

"Cajun" songs are native,

lived, courted, married, fought battles of life and together
faced the battles of the War Between the States and the last

two world wars .

.

.> (3) The Creole songs were developed

here, but unlike those of "Cajun” French, they used the Creole
patois.

The songs are short and often highly emotional.

2

Today in southern Louisiana. these songs are still
played, sung, and recorded by numerous French bands.

-

Bands

play for local entertainments and dancing,' appear live on

radio programs, and make recordings which are played on Lou
isiana’s French disc jockey shows.

According to Lauren C.

Bost, all French bands■ include approximately the same musi

cal instruments, give or take a few.
three to ten musicians.

They have anywhere from

The following description of a typi

cal French band given by Lauren C. Post, Louisiana chairman
of the National Folk Festival in Dallas, in June, 1921, is

very accurate.
The primary musical instrument of the Acadians is the

accordion.

Ko Acadian orchestra is complete without one, and

their music is said to be of the accordion, for the accordion,
and by the accordion ...

To them, a single accordion is

preferable to any one instrument, and often at private home

dances, the lone accordion furnishes all of the music.

Knott, op. oit..
quoting Irene Therese Whit
field in Louisiana French Folk (Louisiana State University
Press: 1939).
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The Violin,, sore properly called the fiddle, as played

by the Acadians', is their second most important instrument.

By using steel strings , and tightening the how, the full re
source of the instrument is tapped, at least in volume.

In

contrast.to.the technique of the violinist, the Acadian fidd
ler gets a close hold on his bow, as do the American fiddlers.

•She steel .guitar probably rates third as a.-musical •.
instrument. among theiAcadians, and its main function is 'ac~
comp&niment*

The guitar player, therefore, need not be quite

as shilled as the player of the violin or the accordion* ' ■

.

The little-steel triangle serves as a cymbal -and is

often played by an obliging bystander, who engages merely for

the privilege of playing in the orchestra.

In fact, different

men and boys take , turns at heaping time with les fers, the

irons.
Modern progress has brought about, a change in the
source of some Acadian music, but it has not changed the

music.

The phonograph did not destroy the Acadian’s love for

his own music, but on the contrary, made it possible for him

to hear the kind of music he most wanted in his own home, and
to hear it when he wanted it-<A

- And radio has further enhanced the opportunity for
the French to continue enjoying their own particular type of

Lauren C. Post. Alumni News, ’’Acadian Folkways,«
Louisiana State Universii^r Presss 1936, p. 9*
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music.

The 1958 broadcasting schedules of 10 stations reveal

music to be programed above every other program type in Preach
broadcasting.

Of the total of 98 hours and 30 minutes devoted

to Preach programing, 64 hours and 8 minutes each week are

programed with Preach music-shows.

Station KSLO, Opelousas,'

is highest in the field, with 12 weekly hours devoted to
Preach music shows.

French music is broadcast over a total

of ten radio stations in Louisiana by using the resources of
live French bands in the studio or from a remote pickup, or
playing recordings made by these bands.

A listing of French bands known to be playing over

these ten stations and/or making French recordings is given
below.

The names were compiled with the assistance of several

disc jockeys who play these recordings.
Kathan Abshire and the Pinegrove Boys from Brazil
Austin Fete From Eunice
Sundown Playboys
Aldus Bogers and the Lafayette Playboys
Lawrence Walker and the Wandering Aces from Duson
Cleveland Crochet
R. LeJeune and Band from Lacasien
Marion Marcott from Abbeville
Happy Fats from Rayne
Dixieland Ramblers
Veteran Playboys
Southern Serenaders
Harry Coates
Leo Swallow
Joe Manuel
Ludeun Darbonne and the Hackberry Ramblers

Two of these bands are pictured on pages 116 and 117*

Aldus

Rogers and his Lafayette Playboys, one of the most popular re

cording bands, is seen during a performance at station KLFY-TV.
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FIGURE 6

ALDUS ROGERS AND PLAYBOYS;
AND (BELOW) ALDUS ROGERS' AUDIENCE IN KLFY'-TV STUDIO

FIGURE 7
DIXIELAND RAMBLERS PLAYING OVER KVPI RADIO

PATRONS OF WISE NEIGHBORHOOD LOUNGE
DANCING TO MUSIC OF RAMBLERS
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This band has been playing on local radio stations for ei^it

years, has 122.de numerous records, and now appears on tele
vision over Jafsyotters Channel 10, every Saturday afternoon

from 4:00 to 5:00 o*clock*

Members of the band were named by

Bill Corkran, Master of Ceremonies, of the show*

Musicians ■

pictured are Aldus Bogers,■ accordion; ’’Kan” Ab shire, drums:
Phillip Alleman, steel: guitar; Tony Thibodeaux, fiddle; and

Ellie Alleman, guitar.'...'The Dixieland Ramblers performing on

the stage at Wise Neighborhood lounge, Lafayette, Louisiana,
ar© shown on page 117*

They are heard from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.,

Saturday, over station KVPI, Ville Platte.

Announcer Bob

LeBlanc supplied the following names of the band members ap

pearing in the photograph:

Ooto Clark, leader and accordion

player; Hector Duhon, violin; Paul Clark, steel guitar; Wilbur

Moureaux, drums; and Alvin Seaux, guitar.

Mor© information

concerning the nature of these programs and their studio
audiences is included in Chapter VIII.

lancers at Wise

Neighborhood lounge, of every age end description, appear to

be enjoying the music of the Dixieland Ramblers, page 117*
Happy Pats needs no introduction to Louisianians and

to lovers of French folk music.He has earned a national
reputation of equality to that of Tex Bitter and Hank Williams.

Happy Fat’s record of performances over Louisiana stations as

^Andrew LeBlanc, Proprietor, Happy Fat’s Seafood Inn,.
Bayne, Louisiana, Personal Interview, May 27, 1958*
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well as the networks marks him as a veteran, entertainer of

many decades.

Happy Pats and his French band have met the

following weekly program schedules during the designated

years, over the stations indicated:

KVOL, Lafayette, 193*3- .

1952 j KA®, lew Iberia, 1940-1950; KW, Abbeville * 1946-1957;
KSLQ, Opelousas, 1946-1953; KSIG, Crowley, 1940-1950; KJBF,

Jennings, 1948-1952; KW, Eunice, • 1948-1952; KPLC, Lake

Charles, 1942-1943; KACE, lake Charles, 1950; guest appear-ances on Louisiana networks, ahd-WL, -CBS, HBC, KLIT-TV, "The
Amos and Andy Show,* and wThe Grand Ole Opry.”

■ Happy Pats, in reality Andrew LeBlane, was born Janu

ary 30, 1915, in Bayne, Louisiana.

He lives there now, manag

ing the Happy Fat’s SeaFood House, which Is a very popular res

taurant and gathering place for the friendly folks in Rayne.

He has spent most of his time between singing and playing en

gagements in Rayne with his wife and three children.
Happy Fat’s musical career began in 1935 when he or
ganized a French band, one of the first in the area.

The band

consisted of four instruments, two guitars and two violins.

At that time, he and his band signed a contract with RCA
Victor to record for 11 years.

In 1936 the band- began an en

gagement which -was to last for 17 years, over radio station
KVOL, in Lafayette.

Through the years, Happy Fats has, need

less to say, organized many bands with varying instruments
and number of musicians.

But his bands usually contain the
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following selection of instruments:

a violin, standard guitar,

electric guitar* Hawaiian steel guitar, drums, bass violin,

and piano.
The absence of the accordion is obvious in the pre

ceding list of instruments*

Though it is an instrument of the

French band, Happy Fat’s bands do not use it, through his

choice.

His bands always contain the other instruments of

which a French band is composed and they play French music.

Therefore they are classified as a French band.

hearsed by the band before each performance.

Susie is re

As sheet music

is not available, Happy Fats discovers new melodies and orig
inal versions of the old, through travel.

He visits small

country towns, and by means of a tape recorder brings back

tunes sung by many of the older residents.

Such music has

been handed down from past generations and in most cases is
merely a new variation of an old tune.

Since the music is of

this type, it falls into the public domain classification,

and the only profit made through its recording is from roy
alty and record sales.

Among the many business firms who have sponsored Happy
Fats are Hesbitt Bottlers and Hadacol.

"The Happy Fats Show"

currently is heard on KSXO, Opelousas, from 9:00 to 10:00 each
Saturday morning.

Participating sponsors of the program are

the Kennedy Sports Shop and Evinrude Motors.

Included on the

show are traditional French tunes such as "Jolie Blonde" and
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"Pestocha a Tant Ha Ha.”

It is customary for Happy Pats to

sing with the hand, both in French and English.

Selections

played by the band fall into the classifications of slow
waltzes, one-step in a very fast tempo, and French breakdown.
It is the belief of Happy Fats that Louisiana French

music will always be popular and will be remembered by many

who en^oy it enthusiastically.

In supporting his point of

view, he cited the acknowledged fact that French music is
predominately of the string family, which gave rise to all

music.

His tours with Hank Williams through 30 states, Mex-

ico, and Canada have earned many French music fans through-

out the continent.

While recording in California, he also

discovered a great interest for French music on the West

Coast,
Happy Fats is also a renowned writer of folk and

French music.

A variation of a French tune, Alon*s Dance,

Calinda, written by Happy Fats, Jimmie Davis, and Doc Guidry
appears below.

All rights of this selection are reserved by

Southern music.

Alon1® Dance Calinda, Alon’s Dance Calinda
Pon don ma ma, Et pos los
Alon’s Dance Calinda.
Se pos Ton’ll monde Va Dance
Tout les Vois Voise a deaux Ton
Alon’s Dance Calinda.

An English translation given by Happy Fats follows:
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let’s Dance Calinda, let’s Dance Calinda
While Masia is not there,
.let’s Dance Calinda.

It’s not all the people that dance
all the old time waltzes
While Sama is noVthere,
let’s lance Calinda.
The French of Louisiana also love songs with tradi

tional expressions, sung in the local French accent.

Happy

Fats and Tex Bitter composed words and music to Te Maurice,

which is filled with colloquialisms and locations.

This se-

- lection of folklore telle of eating boiled crawfish, a favor
ite activity of the French people.

Maurice is a small country

community near Lafayette, Louisiana.
"Boiled Crawfish........At Te Maurice”
Words and Music by
Tex Bitter and Happy Fats

I am on my way to a place I know,
Down in Louisiana where the Bayou Teche flows,
The French girls dance and the wine flows free,
You can have yourself a lot of fun
Down ”at Te Maurice.”
Alon Lafayette, there’s lots of room,
Cypress trees whisper and azaleas bloom,
Gotta go see Mademoiselle Marie,
She’s the gal that sells the boiled
Crawfish "at Te Maurice.”
I’ve been around, kissed a lotta girls,
But the pick of them all has long black curls.
She’s a rose, oh we, and a sas et bon we,
She’s the gal that sells the boiled
Crawfish ”at Te Maurice.”

Antoine, Galatoire, Tujacque, Arnaud,
They’re down below where the big Teche flows,
But the best of all is "Te Maurice"
You gotta get the boiled crawfish
"At Te Maurice."
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Comment ?a va? How do you do?
Bien, et Toi? And the same to you.
You gotta speak French to Marie, oui, oui,
If you want to get the boiled
Crawfish a la "Te Maurice."
Oyster Rockefeller, crab meat gumbo,
A Poor Boy sandwich and Shrimp Arnaud
That’s all good stuff, but 1*11 take Marie,
She*0 the gal that sells the boiled
Crawfish "at Te Maurice.”4
Happy Fats (Andrew leBlanc) and the Happy Fats Sea

food Inn are pictured on page 12'4.
• Many of the French bands playing on local radio sta

tions have made recordings of old favorite and popular tunes*
These recordings have been made by Louisiana record companies

as follows!

Arcadia, Hew Orleans? Cajun, Crowley; Carnival,

Hew Orleans? Goldband, Lake Charles; Feature, Crowley; Folk

Star, Crowley; French, Eunice; Khoury’s, Lake Charles; Starday, lake Charles; Ville Platte, Ville Platte*-*
An attempt was made to obtain the names of French re

cordings made during 1958.

A letter was written to each of

the companies listed above, but no replies were received.
However, Jerry Dugas, Station KJEF, Jennings, disc jockey,
has furnished names of tunes that he plays on his French
shows, and for which he gets frequent requests.

They are

"Chore Tu Tu," by Pee Wee Broussard, old favorite; "Le Cote
Farouche De la Vie," by Marie Falcon;

"Jolie Blonde," by

^■personal interview with Andrew LeBland, May 27, 1958*

^Karnes of record companies supplied by Houston LeJeune, French disc jockey at KEUH, Eunice.

FIGURE 8
HAPPY FATS’ SEAFOOD HOUSE;
AND (BOTTOM) HAPPY FATS
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Harry Choates; "Gueydan Waltz,* by the Tan Beanit French band;

"Jennings Two Step,” Brnest Tipidoe, vocalist; and the "Duraldo
Waltz,” by Ira LeJeun.

Jerry Bugas, pictured on page 126, is shown at the
KJBF turntable as he spins French recordings on "Allon Denser,"
heard every weekday from 4:00 to 5:00.

Dugas is by no means

the only disc Jockey to play French recordings.

AU of the

personalities listed below are responsible for the tremendous

number of hours devoted to music over ten of south Louisiana’s

radio stations.

The station on which they are heard, and

their respective shows are also given:

Station

Personality

Program

KSIG

Alden Sonnier
Jim Trahan

"The Alden Sonnier Show

KAPB

V/illie Bordelon

"The Cajun Show"

KVPI

Floyd Soileau

"Cajun Rendezvous"

KJEF

Jerry Dugas

"Alien Denser"

KETO

Houston leJeune

"Faie do-do"
"Church Point Jamboree"
"Bon Ton Roule"

KSLO

Rene Fontenot

"Cajun Frolics"

KCIX-

James Vice
E. J. Dugas

"The French Program"

KLFT

Dudley Bernard

"Bayou Serenade"

Definitely one of the most original ideas to spring
from French broadcasting is the "Dezauche Blue Boom Show.”

6

^Miriam Dezauche, Dezauche Feed Store, Opelousas, Lou
isiana, Personal Interview, August 6, 1958.
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JERRY DUGAS, FRENCH ANNOUNCER, KJEF, JENNINGS
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Originated by Felix Dezauche to promote advertisement of his
seed storey the program has been heard since October of 1950,
over KSBO, Opelousas, and enjoys a large audience following.

The show is done live from the Besauche Seed Store,

where a. radio studio has been designed to meet broadcasting
needs.

The physical plant of the Bezauche Seed Store in Ope

lousas is of tremendous size, consisting of three large build
ings 360 X 100 feet.

The store sells seeds, ships fresh sweet

potatoes, and cans and dehydrates sweet potatoes.

Each morn

ing, Monday through Saturday at 6:45, the broadcasters pre
sent a program of hillbilly, French, and English music.

French is spoken by Felix Pezaucha himself, while his daugh
ter Miriam does most of the English speaking.
The program is frequently visited by local residents.

who drop by the studio to drink coffee, served during each

broadcast.

Members of the. audience are usually interviewed

by the Bezauehes.

Political candidates always visit the show

when a local election is in progress.
Members of the present band, playing for the show are

Barbara Quibodeaux and Sylvia Smith, who play the accordion

and sing, and Felix Bezauohe, who plays the harmonica.

They

are pictured in the Blue Boom studio on page 128.
If the early morning activities of the Bezauches
aren*t enough to keep them busy, other engagements are always

on their schedules.

The days are well filled by attendance

FIGURE 10
BLUE ROOM, DEZAUCHE SEEPQFERE, OPELOUSAS

BARBARA QUIBOIDEAJX AND FELIX DEZAUCHE
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at functions given by charitable organizations, where their
performances are always given free of charge.

Often caravans

are organised by Bezauche in which several earloads of accor
dion and harmonica players travel to wholesale and retail

.

grocers* conventions across the nation.
If the fan mail, enthusiastic audience participation,

.

and attendance at'broadcasts weren’t enough to prove the impact

that this program has made on the community, th® sales records

of the Dezauche Seed Store speak for themselves.-

This program

that calls the farmer friends by name and gives them crop and

price information reaches every farm house within a 100-mile

radius, and those hundreds of listeners have patronized the
store to the extent of increasing business 700 per cent during

the first year of broadcasting.
Thus French music programing takes its place as the

largest program area of-French broadcasting.

Ten radio sta

tions program a total of 98 hours and 30 minutes weekly in
French music.

French music today remains much the same in

type and characteristics as it was centuries ago in Louisiana.

The folk song and ballad, handed down fro® generation to gen

eration, is now played and sung by many local French musicians.
Bands and vocalists appear on radio and television programs

and make recordings, which are played over French disc jockey
shows.

Fan mail and audience participation on shows points to

the fact that French music programs are appreciated by Louisi

ana audiences.

CHAPTER VII

FRENCH BROADCASTERS

Throughout the French radio area in louisianas there
are many broadcasters who serve in the capacity of newscasters,
disc jockeys, spot ..announcers, and religious speakers.'^Chap^''

ter VII introduces.these personalities in connection with the
station on which they appear.

Many of these French broad

casters were asked to write short- autobiographies; they re

plied by mail.

This chapter reports the details of these ■

self-evaluations, pointing out particular methods of work,

special techniques, and general attitudes toward their speci

alised work in broadcasting to the French listeners.
In almost every case, broadcasters contacted were bom

in or near the area in which they are now broadcasting.

Hav

ing spent their entire lives in these communities, they have
earned the friendship and trust of area listeners.

In addi

tion to social contacts, many broadcasters also maintain
business contacts.

With but a few exceptions, every broad

caster is employed by a firm or store serving area residents.
Several French broadcasters also serve their communities as

publicly elected officials.

All of these contacts lead to a
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better acceptance by area listeners both of the programs on
which they are heard, and of the products which they adver

tise.

A list of French broadcasters heard on Louisiana sta

tions follows, with notations as to their broadcasting activi

ties.
Personality

Station

KSIG
■

Alden Sonnier
Jim Trahan
Real Duhon

KREH

;Claude Fontenot

KAPB

Willie Bordelon
Rev* Roy Ramon
Father .Bordelon

Program .or capacity

D.J.,* Hews
D.J., Announcer
Minister, Church' of Christ?
Minister, Baptist Church :
of Oberlin
D.J., Hews, Spots
Minister, Local Baptist
Catholic.Meditation

KPLC

Johnny Janot

Spots

KVPI

J. T. Gibbons
Chris Dupleohin
Floyd Soileau
James D. Soileau
John Pitre
J. L. Sylvester

"County Agent Show”
Hews
Hews, D.J.
News
Spots
Spots

KJEF

Rev. Eddie Savoy
Jerry Dugas
Al Vigerie
Steve Broussard

Local Baptist
D.J*, spots
Spots
Spots

KVIM

Ned Guilbeaux

News, Spots

KPEL

Garland Bolin

News

KVOL

Bertrand DeBlanc

News

KTIB

LeRoy Matin
Ambrolse Landry

Spots
Clerk of Court, Thibodeaux,
does Spots

KEEN

Rev. B. Carrier
Houston LeJeune

Local Baptist
D.J., News, Spots

*D.J* » Disc Jockey
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Personality

Station

Program^ or capacity

KSLO

Austin Fontenot
Rev* Aguillard
Dezauche'Family
Rene Fontenot
Al Terry
Allen Francois

"Austin Fontenot Show0
0Church Point Baptist Hour0
°Blue Room Show0
D. J •
Spots
Spots

KCIL

James Vice
E. J. Dugas.
Ivy Blanchard
Rev. Lawrence
Thibodeaux

D.J.
D.J.
°Ivy Blanchard Show”

Dudley Bernard
Paul Cormier
Bert Crosby
Mrs. Rea Gilbert
Betty Terrebonne
Judy’ Charpencheawc

D.J., Hews, Spots
Full Gospel
Gospel
Home Demonstration Show
Secretary at KLFY, Spots
Local Resident, Spots

KLFT

In addition

Local Baptist

to those named above, minister® end priests listed

in Chapter V as appearing on both °The French Catholic Hour0
and “The French Baptist Hour” should be included in a complete
listing of French broadcasters.

AIDER SOHKIER, STATION ESIG1

Alden Sonnier was bom in Church Point, Louisiana, on
June 24, 1913.

He graduated from Crowley, Louisiana, High

School in 1929, and began work as a linotype operator on the
Crowley Daily Signal.

He became later a report for the Signal,

and then left to operate a linotype for Catholic Herald in

Alexandria, while attending Louisiana College.

His collegiate

1Al den Sonnier, Staff Announcer, Radio Station KSIG,

Crowley, Louisiana, Personal Letter, July 11, 1958.
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activities also included attendance at Southwestern Louisiana

Institute, while he worked for the Bayne Tribune, Lafayette

Daily Advertiser,; and $ew Iberia Enterprise, coramunity news

papers in the area.'
Shortly after becoming editor of the Daily Signal,
Sonnier enlisted in the Air force in June, 1941, as a private.

He left the service five years later as Captain and was pro
moted to Kajor in the reserves.

Sonnier returned to his posi

tion as editor of the .L^Hy ■Signal, and was in this position

when radio station KSIG began broadcasting.

Sonnier, familiar

with news events, was conscripted to part-time work as a news

caster, both in- French and in English, by Hillman Bailey, man
ager of station KSIG.

He later took a part-time job at the

Crowley Warehouse of Uncle John Kills, a feed dealer■from .

Houston.,

Later -Sonnier became manager, but still continued

work at KSIG.

He is now assistant to the territory manager

for the feed mill in Louisiana.

How married to Kathleen Sheridan of Shanghai, China,

Sonnier resides in Crowley with his wife and three children,
two girls and a boy.

As the son of the late Cleophas Colligan

Sonnier of Church Point and Amy Hains Sonniercpf Ebenezer,

Sonnier learned to speak French at an early age from his

grandmother, Mrs. Zulmae Dumesnil Hains of St. Mary Parish.
He studied French for two years in secondary school, and one

year in college.

His World War II duty in Paris, England,

IM
and Switzerland gave him opportunity for even more practice
and improvement of hie native tongue.

JERRY DUGAS, RADIO SMIOH

Born in Carencro, Louisiana, on October 28, 1929,

Jerry Dugas graduated from Carencro High School in 1946,

He

attended Chenier Radio College in Beaumont, Texas, whore his

study in radio engineering enabled him to obtain a first class
radio telephone license.

.During.the period from 1947 to 1951,

he was employed at radio station KSIG, Crowley, as an engineer.
At that time stations KSIG • and KJEF were owned by the same
person, and Dugas transferred to KJEF.

At station ICJEF Dugas

began his career as an announcer, broadcasting commercials in
both English end Branch.

At the present time his broadcasting

duties consist of spinning Branch recordings on his ’’Aliens
Denser” program, plus recording English-French announcements

for sponsors.

In addition, he is sales manager at KJEF, and

is record librarian.

Dugas is also active in civic activities.

At present

he is president of the Jennings Lions Club, a member of the

Jennings Elks Lodge # 1085, the Knights of Columbus Council
# 2012, and of the Catholic Church Choir.

Dugas was married to Dottie Faye Smith on January 28,

2Jerry Dugas, Staff Announcer, Radio Station KJEF,
Jennings, Louisiana, Personal Letter, July 8, 1958.
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1951, and they have one daughter, Gerry Ann, two years of age.

GARLAND L. BONIN, RADIO STATION KPEL3

Garland Bonin, bom in St»"Martinville, Louisiana,

did not speak English, only French, until he was six years
of age.

He graduated from St. Martinville High 'School and

■

attended Southwestern Louisiana Institute where he majored. - '
in French.

His thorough acquaintance with the language nwc

■

enables him to broadcast the news over radio station SPED,- .

using the pure .French*

During his- past eight years of -newscasting for

'

tion KPEL, Bonin has also been employed as Commercial imager

of the Utilities System of the City of Lafayette.

He is also

now serving his second term a® a member of the Lafayette Par

ish School Board.
BERTRAND DEBLANC, RADIO STATION KVOL4

Another French newscaster born in St. Kartinville,

Louisiana, is Bertrand DeBlanc.
20, 1911.

His birthdate was January

Graduating from High School at St. Paul’s College

in Covington, Louisiana, he received his college diploma from
the same institution, in 1928, in the field of commerce.

In

^Garland L. Bonin, French Announcer, Radio Station
KPEL, Lafayette, Louisiana, Personal Letter, June 30, 1958.

^Bertrand DeBlanc, French Announcer, Radio Station
KVOD, Lafayette, Louisiana, Personal Letter, July 12, 1958.

1933 he received a B.A, degree from Southwestern Louisiana

Institute and an M.A. two years later fro® Louisiana Stat®
University.

He resumed studies there, in the Law School,

from 1936 through 1939, and graduated in 1939 with a law

degree.
SeBlanc began-the practice of law in St. Martinville

in 1938.

-

World War II. interrupted Ms practice, and he env?

listed in September, 1942, . He served in-'the U.S. Army three . .

years, part of the time-in the European Theatre of Operations
with the Signal Corps.

After he was discharged, he moved to

Lafayette and resumed the practice of law,
DeBlano was .appointed Assistant District. Attorney--

15th Judicial District comprising the Parishes of Acadia, .-

Lafayette, and Vermilion in 1951.

He was elected District

Attorney of the same Judicial District in 1954, ®nd is still
serving at the present time in that office.

Since April 1, 1948, BeBlanc has conducted a daily
news program in French over radio station KVOL in Lafayette.

He married the former Lillian Vincent in 1938, and
they now have eight children.
HOUSTON LEJEUNE, KEUN5

Bora September 23, 1935, Houston XeJeune, 23’-y®a*'-old

^Houston LeJeune, Staff Announcer, Radio Station KHUN,
Eunice, Louisiana, Personal Interview, July 21, 1958.
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OOH, -Bunice, disc jockey, Mas Mai one of the shortest, yet

most prolific careers in the history of French broadcasting.

He is a native of Eunice? Louisiana, and attended elementaryschool in Richard community.

I>e<Jeune graduated from Church

Point High School.

At the present time he conducts four disc jockey/Shows

featuring French recordings, news broadcasts, and commercials,
all in. French.

-For'additional, information concerning his' shows

see Chapter III,

Eunice,

LeJeune has worked since lune

10, 1956, at station OW? and before that played accordion

with the Church Point Playboys, a .French band in the area.'

His announcing job at

KEUh

has been the oulxaination of & ■ de

sire of his to be a radio announcer.

LeJeune is unmarried.

IVY BLOCHARI), RADIO STATION KCII6

Ivy Blanchard was born December 10, 1910, on a sugar

plantation at Labadieville in Assumption Parish.

His family

were tenant farmers on the land, and with the death of his
father he felt that he should leave home to seek his own way

of life.

In an effort to preserve the folklore and customs

of his heritage and to establish himself in a good position,

he continued to work hard and diligently.

He is now employed

by the Model Dairy of Houma, Louisiana, where he works as a

®Ivy Blanchard, French Announcer, Radio Station KCIL,
Houma, Louisiana, Personal letter, July 31, 1958*
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HOUSTON LEJEUNE, FRENCH ANNOUNCER, KEUN, EUNICE
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delivery man from door to door, along the Bayous Grand Caillou
and little Caillou in Terrebonne.Parish.

From his business

and social contacts he has gained the tremendous popularity
which makes the "Ivy Blanchard Show” over station KCIL con- .

tinue to gain an evon greater audience each year.

BWAKS, RADIO SmiOB Kill7

Dudley Demar3 was bom in Golden Meadow, 'Louisiana,'
on July 17, 19.24*

’Me -attended Golden Meadow'Hl^x School,

until the age of 16, when he joined the army*

He followed

an army career for 5|- years, most of which time was spent
overseas'.

•-

His knowledge of the French language made it pos- ."

sible for him to serve as an interpreter.

While in North

;

Africa, he served in such a position at the American Itebassy,

teaching Drench officers the use of American weapons.

Until

his discharge in 1945, Bernard was stationed both in Southern
Prance and in the Pacific.
In 1946, Bernard organised the ’’Southern Serenaders,“

a Drench band group. . With this group began his radio experi
ence, as he and the band traveled from station to station ap

pearing on various programs.
On November 1, 1955, Bernard joined the KLDT, Golden
Meadow, staff, and is now the station general manager.

He

^Dudley Bernard, General Manager, Radio Station KLDT,
Golden Meadow, Louisiana, Personal Letter, July 16, 1958*

also serves as French newscaster in which capacity his unique

split news reporting has proved successful.

He also conducts

"Bayou Serenade,” a six-days-a-week show featuring French re
cordings »
Chapter VII has presented the broadcasters behind ths
microphones during French programs„

Autobiographies contained

in this chapter were submitted by correspondence, and have

been edited in order that the most interesting and pertinent
information be^ given*' All of the broadcasters are from the

French portion of Louisiana.

Kost of them are from the com

munity or from the near vicinity of the station over which
they now broadcast.' In some eases, French announcers are'em

ployed only at the radio station.

In other cases, announcers

fill other positions in the community.
public offices.

Two of them hold ■ .

And in almost all cases, broadcasters of

French are very active in community organizations and social
activities, and are prominent community members.

The writer

has formed the opinion from correspondence received and from

personal interviews that French broadcasters serve in this
capacity because of a strong attachment to the French people,

an eagerness to work among them, to serve them, and to pre
serve their French culture and give it the recognition that

it warrants.

CHAPTER VIII

AWXWE RESPONSE

Audience response to French' programming -een be deter

mined as in any other form of radio- programing by one of sev--- ■
eral methods.

An active glistening audience is evidenced in:-s-\>

this case by demand-for.■'sponsoring products, by fan mail* and

by actual audience participation in broadcasting situations
Chapter VIII presents evidences noted in the various program

areas<;of musict news, ’and religious materials, that indicate'

avid support and endorsement of shows.

-

Evidences fall Into

the three categories listed above.

Throughout the entire discussion of French programs,
sponsors have repeatedly been mentioned.

In many instances

it has been pointed out that products, for example Hadacol,
have accumulated great profits for their advertisers.

A simi

lar situation was found in the advertisement of the Sesauohe
Seed Store over KSLO’s "Blue Room Show” in Opelousas.

The

Southern Seedsman of December, 1951, reiterated the tremendous

success of French advertising that was expressed by the orig
inator of the show, Felix Desauche himself.

>

"We never had an advertising campaign for the seed
store until this season,” Himself explains.
"For September,
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1951f our business increased 800 per cent over September,
1950.
For October, 1951, retail sales exceeded in five .
days what the -entire sales totaled in October of last
year. . .
For the past two years, the firm has used spot
announcbment© on Opelousas* radio station,: KSW, and in
the past six months has become the largest user of time
'on ICSLO, broadcasting seven days a week/d
Contihued sponsorship of programs by th® same adver
tisers is further evidence of satisfaction of sponsors, brought

about by audience response to the•product.

Numerous French

newscasts have been--sponsored by the same business places- year '
after year. . Md in some cases, news broadcasts have retained
the some advertisers through as many as ten years of broad-'-,
casting.

Such is the case at KSIG, Crowley.

These and simi

lar situations point"to. the fact that French audiences arsNre-'

sponding to French programming.
Both major religious broadcasting networks, Catholic
and Baptist, claim many converts through radio broadcasting.

Father Marcel Kaurie and Reverend Garl E. Conrad, state direc
tors of the networks, receive many requests by mail for re

ligious literature; and in response to these requests they
have dispersed numerous pamphlets, booklets, hymnals, Bibles,

and Masses,'printed in French, throughout the state.
French disc jockey programs have also met with similar

favorable results,

Jerry Bugas, Master of Ceremonies, of

"Aliens Denser " on station KJEF, Jennings, received so many

1Tho

p. 52.

souttea Sqedsaan

(Sa Antonio: Beoonben, 1951),
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requests demanding that the same, french recordings be played
time and time again that he completely discontinued the

policy'of playing requests on his program#

Willie Bordelon faced, the same. problem with his show*"The Cajun Hour*’ over'station KAPB, 'in Marksville#

He, too,

received a great many requests, all for the same records#.

He

discovered that the Sam®" people-were calling for the same .

records to be played much too frequently to enable him to pre
sent a variety in hie prograwing#

a new problem,

In addition,' the fans posed

They supplied him with so many names' that hb.’/ .

could not possibly read them all over the air#

•■1

Houston leJeune, OGN, estimates that he now receives

from ten to fifteen .requests each day for his Friday night
show, “The lais do-do.“

Pan mail is also received for his

“Churoh Point damboree* program.

.

••

LeJeune states that he al- -

ways reads requests on the air, and that most of them are for

old favorites.

He further adds that requests come from fans

in all age groups.
Station K1FT, Golden Meadow, averaged 59 requests

each day for French records, when the station first began

broadcasting in 1955, according to present manager H. Earl
Herron.

Today, many residents still stop by the station to

donate recordings that they would like played on the air.

Station KLFT has also programmed ’’The Swap Shop" from
12:00 to 12:15 p.m. each weekday, a program which receives a
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great number of requests of a different nature.

The show

operates on the same principle as that of KSIG’s ”Swap Shop.”

listeners write cards and letters offering for sale any item

of which-they wish to dispose.
Station KSIG’s Alden Sonnier eoxiduets the 20 minute
"Swap Shop” hoard each weekday morning on that station.

Son

nier receives hundreds of cords and letters written in simple,

The writers address Sonnier in a

conversational style.

familiar and friendly manner.

.

Sonnier*s selections from

among this correspondence are read verbatim on ’’The Alden

Sonnier Show.”

The following letters have been selected'from

Sonnier*s files.

They contain offers of various unique

items which the writers have for sale.

Names and addresses

have been intentionally omitted.

Dear Sir,
1 sold the trailer I had to sell, and I want to thank
you very much. But I still have the table model saw to
sell for $35. It is made all out of iron. Phone , '
Thank you very much '
* . . for sale four room house with cistern located at
Roberts Cove four miles North of Crowley also a big bam
Price S1,000« Call
if interested.
Dear Sir,
Mr.
■. The address is

-

has
.:.

turkey at 15.00 a turkey.

Dear Sir,
Would you please anonance over the radio on the swap
shop program that I
.
have piegons for sale,
call

2Letters have been reproduced as they appear in Son
nier1 s file.

They contain many obvious errors.
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b
firs. \
,,, want to sell a new twin sis® innerspring mattressspring and bed, you eon see it at , ... a.......;;
Dear Gentlemen
I have a guitar for sell*
It is a brand aw guitar
which have hardly ever been used®
I pay 115*00 for it,
but I want only 112*00 for it. See ,
I also . have a dog .half bird' and half rat ■ erWor "Wr' sell.

Dear Sir
I lose my mules and wish you help me find them. One
is light brown and the other dark brown.
They weigh about
700 or 800 lbs.
If some one seen them, please call;.':.
,
in Rayne, la. or see ...
on
... .... .... in MsbnT W*
Dear Friend
-1 am going io ask you to try and sell me some.-'tool. I
have 2 plow one com and cotton planter and a good moaline
and a barn 22’ long and 32’ wide and I sold my mowing
machine and I am on the cowland road 3§- mile from Abbe- .■
ville end have a saddle to sell and I am a poor widow all
alone.

Dear. Mr. Sonnier
■ I have a Keg Beer Box Valued $100.00. Have to get
rid of it because its in my driveway. I need the space.
Will sell for $20.00.
Call___________ 3
Certain shows which encourage audience participation

are well attended.

Such an example is ’’the Ivy Blanchard

Show” which is heard on KCIL, Houma, each Sunday from 12:00
to 1:00 p»m.^

Blanchard, who works a door to door route for

the Model Dairy, is the Master, of Ceremonies,

He is well

known in the area, and has many friends who visit the studio

while the program is on the air.

Crowds assemble to hear the

music of the French band that plays on the program, ’’The Bayou

^From Correspondence Files of Alden Sonnier, Radio
Station KSIG, Crowley, Louisiana, May, 1958*
Ivy Blanchard, French Announcer, Radio Station KCIL,
Houma, Louisiana, Personal Letter, July 28, 1958•
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Troubadours.R

Visitors ‘to the show also register for the

many prises which are given away, including electric appli

ances, admission tickets to local entertainments, and ©ash

prises,

Blanchard hah stated that the show, now in its third,

year, seems to be gaining momentum steadily, in mail and in, '
audience attendance* .

Whenever French bands are scheduled to play, larga ■ .

studio audiences are certain to appear, • for people of all'ages
love to hear the music, ■ Certainly a cross section- of life is

represented in the varied age group pictured on page 116<-'-.

They are enjoying the-music of Aldus Bogers and the Lafayette
Playboys.

This audience is assembled in the studio of K1FT-TVS

Lafayette, for the usually scheduled Saturday afternoon broad

cast, during which the band plays a large variety of old and
new popular French tunes,

Pictured on page 148 are participants of the enter

tainment in progress at Wise Neighborhood lounge in Lafayette.
Neighborhood residents, with fans characteristic of the lo

cale, are shown listening to the Dixieland Ramblers as they

broadcast over station KVDI, Ville Platte,

During the even

ing1 s entertainment, registration is conducted for prises

given away by the program’s sponsors,

Prises including beer

and free motor services are being registered for by interested

participants, page 148,

Age knows no bounds, as far as those

engaging in the fun at the lounge are concerned.

Participants
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at the tables and on the dance floor include grandmothers .and
grandfathers of SO years of age* as well as local teenagers
A large and active French radio, audience has been af*/

firmed by avid sponsor support, mail'response, and audience
participation on french radio programs#

Continued sponsor

ship of news programs over a period of years by the same ad-

vertisers is evidence of the satisfaction of .sponsors..

-

french

Catholic and french Baptist religious broadcasting networks
have received many •requests by mil for literature offered on

their radio broadcasts.

"Write-in” and.disc jockey shows .also'

continue to have a heavy mail response.

Audience participa-'..

tion and musical variety shows are always well attended.

^Knott, op. eit#; Dancing has been classified as a
tradition of many generations of the Louisiana french people.

FIGURE 12
WISE NI^IG^IU^O^^OOD LOUNGE PARTICIPANTS
REGISTERING FOR PRIZES

PATRONS AT TABLES OF WISE NEIGHBORHOOD LOUNGE
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SUMMART

The Louisiana French population is described as "gen
erally honest, industrious, deeply religious, and clinging

tenaciously to the traditions of their ancestors."

This in

tense culture preservation is reflected in many areas of
French radio programming.

Language preservation has, of

course, been the primary factor in establishing French radio
broadcasting.

The Louisiana Frenoh now speak two dialects of

the language, Acadian and Creole with, of course, variations
in certain locales.
The heaviest Frenoh population in Louisiana lies
along the southern Gulf Coast area.

It is significant to

note that all of the parishes having radio stations broad
casting in French fall within this heavy French area.

An absence of Frenoh in area newspapers in 1934 is
important, in that the first French radio broadcasting began
in 1934, without competition in the field of Frenoh communi

cation.

Twenty-one radio stations have broadoast in French

since 1934.
Frenoh programming at these 21 stations falls roughly
into three categories:

terial.

Frenoh music, news, and religious ma

The time dedicated weekly to French broadcasting in
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Louisiana over these 21 stations is 98 hours and 30 ainutcs, ■
divided' among 18 radio stations*

Tour of the original 21 sta

tions, now only program spot commercials.

French music has

the largest cumulative' weekly time allotment* 64 hours and 8

minutes*

She station now programming the most French' is HSf*

Golden Meadow, with an ’overall' 19 hours and 20 minutes*

French music programing takes its place as the larg- .

est •area of French broadcasting*

'fen radio stations broad

cast a total of 64 hours and 8 minutes weekly in French .''music..

French music remains much the same in type and characteristics
as it was two centuries ago in Louisiana.

The folk Song and ■

ballad, handed down from generation to generation, are now. -

played and sung by many local French musicians.

Bantis .and

vocalists appear on radio -and television programs* and make

recording's which are played over .French disc Jockey shows.

French newscasting ranks second in total number of
weekly hours broadcast.

The total is 18 hours and 15 minutes.

French newseasting began in 1943, with the origin of the Lou
isiana Hadaool Network, by Dudley J. DeBlanc.

His French

newscasting over a state-wide network and its obvious success
inspired local stations to begin French newscasting.

Accord

ing to Alden Sonnier, French newscaster at radio station KSIG,
Crowley, the French news item caters to the preference of the

French people in featuring human interest and local stories.
Religious programming ranks third in amount of French
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broadcasting.

A total- of 11 hours and 55 minutes are- devoted,

to this activity, weekly,- - .over 14 of the stations investigated
by this study-.

By far,the .most active organisations broad*/

casting are **The French. Gatholie lour*’ and ’’The French Baptist'

Hour. **

These two programs are directed by a central office.-."

Eleven local religious broadcasts are also made -each week, -in

addition to these networks,.
The general typo- of sponsoring product during the past-

04... years has not changed, . For the most part, farm implements*

grocery and department
French comerclals,

and bars and nightclubs sponsor

$ince cultural progress has been slow-in-

French Louisiana, most French areas are still farm areas.

She

products mentioned above appeal to. farm audiences, and that

is why they have continued to sponsor French broadcasts.
Station managers reported great difficulty in finding

capable French announcers.

In most cases, they employed only

one staff announcer who spoke French.

In almost all cases,

French broadcasters are natives of the French areas in which
they broadcast.

community.

They speak the dialect of their particular

French broadcasters are prominent members of the

communities in which they live, and in a few instances, are
publicly elected officials.

Sponsor support, mail response, end audience partici
pation on French radio programs indicate an extensive French
audience.

Although a few radio stations are increasing the
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time given to French radio broadcasting, a large number of ■.

stations are decreasing activity.

Station managers oonsiet*-

ently attribute this decrease to an influx of English speafc-

ing people to the state.* and a general lessening- of Wench

cultural traits in Louisiana*

.
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Duplechin, Chris, Radio Station KVPI, Ville Platte, Louisiana.
>
Gass, Kenn, Radio Station KREH, Oakdale, Louisiana.

Herron, Bari, ’Radio Station KLFT, Golden Meadow, Louisiana.

Hughes, Evan, Radio Station KVOL, Lafayette, Louisiana.

LaBorde, Adras, Town Talk, Alexandria, Louisiana.
LeBlanc, Andrew, Rayne, Louisiana.

LeBlanc, Dudley J., Lafayette, Louisiana.
LeJeune, Houston, Radio Station KEON, Bunice, Louisiana.

Marchand, Alex, Radio Station KALB, Alexandria, Louisiana.
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Kaurie, Father Marcel, {’The French Catholic How,M Lawtell,
Louisiana.
Patton, William A., Radio Station KPEL, Lafayette, Louisiana.

Rileggl,- Hester - Taylor, Radio Station KRLO, Lake Charles,
Louisiana.

Rodes, Roy KM- Radio Station KAOI, Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Sonnier, Alden, Radio Station KSIG, Crowley, Louisiana.
Ward-Steinman, Irving, Alexandria, Louisiana.

Wright, John, Radio Station KSLO, Opelousas, Louisiana.

CORRWOMDWE TO WRITER

Bernard, Dudley, Radio Station KLFT, Golden Meadow, Louisi
ana, July 16, 1958.

Blanchard. Ivy, Radio Station KCIL, Houma, Louisiana, July
31, 1958.
Bland, Ceeil B., Jr., Radio Station MIKS, Sulphur, Louisi
ana, May- 24, 1958«
Bonin, Garland L., Radio Station KPEL, Lafayette, Louisiana,
July 30, 1958.

Capuder, Albert X», Radio Station KR0F, Abbeville, Louisiana,
April, 1957.
Conrad, Carl B., Alexandria, Louisiana, July 10, 1958#
DeBlanc, Bertrand, Radio Station KVOL, Lafayette, Louisiana,
July 12, 1958.
Dugas, Jerry, Radio Station KJEF, Jennings, Louisiana, July
8, 1958.

Sonnier, Alden, Radio Station KSIG, Crowley, Louisiana, July
11, 1958.
Ward-Steinman, Irving, Alexandria, Louisiana, May 23, 1958.
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PM WHITES

Radio Stations in ApjpuMx IB, page 159.

Oaabere- of Oomeroe in Table II» page 16.

AEPEOIX

appendix a
FOREIGN LANGUAGES BROADCAST BY UNITED STAUS
RAD^^O SfcmONS

■ Albanian

Lebanese

Lithuanian

Arable'

Armenian

• ■

Macedonian.

Austrian

Maltese

Basque

Navajo

•BBavarian

BoheMan,

Polish

-

Portuguese

.

Carpathian

Romanian

Chinese

Mssisn

Croatian

Soandinavisni

Serbian

■ Useohoslvrek

Batch

Slovak

Finnish

Slovene

French

Spanish

Gasman
Greek

Swedish
Syrian •

Hindustani

Ukrainian

Hungarian

Yiddish

Irish

Yug^oslav

Zxrni

Italian
■Japanese
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APPENDIX S

radio stations towioh questionnaires concerning
PRENOH BROADCASTING ACTIVITIES WERE SENT

KAIB
KDBS
xsn
WABI

ktrx
WEND
WEBB
WJB0
wxcs
WXOK
WAIL
WHXI
WIKC
WARS
KDLA
KFNV
WWR
KDDV
KVHL
KLEC
KAOK
KLOXJ
mo
KILA
KDBC
KAPB
KAM
KLIC
KMLB
KNOE
KNOC

Alexandria
Alexandria
«• Alexandria
•
** Mite
- Bastrop
—
Baton Rouge
Baton Rouge
-**. Baton RougeBaton Rouge
Baton Rouge
- Baton Rouge
- Bogalusa
*•*» Bogalusa
** Covington
De Ridder
- Eerriday
— Hamond
-■ Haynesville
- Hosier
«• Jonesville
— lake
Charles
- Dake
Charles
Dake Charles
•* Leesville
— Mansville
** Marksville
«*» Minden
— Monroe
- Monroe
Monroe
- Natchitoches

W1OK
w
WBW
WJMR
‘ WMRX
WOE
WSKB
WTIX
WTPS

—

«**

—

■-

—
*«

*■»
—-

wwez
TO KREW *■
KSLO wM
KRUS —
KANV —
KCIJ KENT —
KJOE KLUE KRO —
KTBS —
KWH. —
KBSE
KIRS —
KTLD
KTIB
KLVI w.
KUZN —
KEVL
KVCL «w>
KMAR 4M»
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New Orleans
New Orleans New Orleans
.New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans
New Orleans.
Oakdale
Opelousas
Ruston
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Shreveport
Springhill
Sulphur
Tallulah
Thibodeaux • .
Vivian
West Monroe
White Castle
Winnfield
Winnsboro

APPENDIX C

COVERAGE AREA MAPS

MIO-

14JO KC

2So

WAITS

CROWI

Serving Louisiana's Rich Gulf Coast Area
Senring —0067 ListeDeri 17 Hours Daily
i

--- 1

’ L '<

KfifH
900 KC-

LOUISIANA BROADCASTING SERVICE
250 WATTS

OAKDALE, LOUISIANA
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!
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MARKSVILLI, LOUISIANA

AAB
1370 KC,

1,000 WATTS
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163

164
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Mlsabeth Mee Roberts was bom in lew Iberia, Louisi
ana, October 14, 1934.

She attended public elementary and

high schools and was graduated from lake Charles High School
in Lake Charles, Louisiana, in 1952.

In September of that

same year, she entered Southwestern Louisiana Institute from

which she graduated in 1956 with a Bachelor of Arts degree
in both speech and English.

In September, 1956, she began

work on a Master of Arts degree in speech at Louisiana State
University.

Upon completing all required course work toward

that degree, she became an employee of V/APB-TV in Baton Rouge,

Louisiana.

Her position was that of Continuity Director,

which position she held until May, 1958*

In the fall semes

ter of 1958, she re-entered Louisiana State University to

follow a course of study in speech leading to the completion
of the Master of Arts degree.

In October, 1958, she became

employed as a copy-writer at Gillis and Hundemer, Inc*, an
advertising agency in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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